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ABSTRACT 
The coconut palm {Cocos nucifera L.) is a major crop plant which does not 
develop axillary shoots and must therefore be propagated from seed. As it is a 
heterozygous outbreeder, seedlings are variable and only after a long juvenile stage 
(4-7 years) can their performance be assessed. Thus the establishment of a reliable 
micropropagation method for elite palms is required. Much research has been 
devoted to this, but the recalcitrant character of the coconut palm in vitro has 
limited progress. The induction of embryogenic callus is the first stage in such a 
procedure and is the subject of this thesis. 
Immature inflorescence has been much used as a source of explants, but the 
rates of embryogenic callus production have been low. Values not exceeding 0.1% 
with low reproducibility were obtained in this investigation and therefore 
alternative sources of tissue have been explored. 
Experiments with zygotic embryos showed that while mature embryos were 
unsatisfactory for the culture of embryogenic callus, immature zygotic embryos 
yielded callus in considerable amounts. Isolation of plumular tissue from mature 
zygotic embryos gave embryogenic callus in around 80% of explants. This success 
level exceeded other systems reported to date. Development of clonal plantlets 
from plumular callus further indicated the significance of this as a useful tissue for 
further research. 
The synthetic auxin 2,4-D is normally used for the initiation of callus, but 
other synthetic auxins with related chemical structures were also examined. The 
highest yields of embryogenic callus (85 %) were obtained from plumules incubated 
with picloram at 6 x 10"* M in media containing activated charcoal (AC). Levels 
up to 2 X 10^ M picloram were also tolerated. 
The effect of AC in reducing the availability of regulators in media has been 
examined, using radio-labelled fluroxypyr acid, clopyralid and 2,4-D. Traces of 
suspended AC in media held a significant proportion of the auxin in solution. The 
release of adsorbed auxins from AC in culture media was achieved by the addition 
of certain organic acids. 
The monoclonal antibody ICS which hybridised with a 50 Kda protein in early 
embryogenic cultures of various monocotyledonous species was found to hybridise 
to a 50 Kda protein in coconut. Whether the presence of this protein is related to 
the embryogenicity of coconut cultures remains to be determined. 
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BSA bovine serum albumine 
7C5 monoclonal antibody 7C5 
CIRAD.CP. Centre de cooperation Internationale en recherche 
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Kdpm 1000 disintegrations/min. 
LMW low molecular weight 
M molarity 
MAB monoclonal antibody 
MCPA 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid 
MCPB 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxy-3-butyric acid 
Mix Sigma acid-washed charcoal (unsieved) 
MLO mycoplasm-like organism 
N normality 
NAA 1-naphthylacetic acid 
NC nitrocellulose 
NOA 2-naphthoxyacetic acid 
ORSTOM Laboratoire Ressources Gdnetiques et Amelioration des 
Plantes Tropicales 
P phthalic acid 
PAA phenylacetic acid 
PAGE poly-acrylamide-gel-electrophoresis 
PBS phosphate buffered saline 
PGR plant growth regulator 
PIC picloram 
POA phenoxyacetic acid 
PP potassium hydrogen phthalate 
PVP polyvinylpyrrolidone 
rpm revolutions/min. 
RO reverse-osmosis 
SD standard deviation 
SDS sodium-dodecyl-sulfate 
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 
2,4,5-T 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
TEA 2,3,6-trichlorobenzoic acid 
TCA trichloroacetic acid 
TEMED N, N. N', N' -tetramethy lethy lenediamine 
TIB A 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid 
TPA triclopyr acid 
UAPS Unit for Advanced Propagation Systems 
v/v volume/volume 
WPM Woody Plant Medium 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Coconut - the Tree of Life 
The coconut palm (Cocos nucifera L.) is one of the most important perennial 
lowland tropical tree crops and is mainly cultivated in the Philippines, Indonesia, 
India, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Mexico, East and West 
Africa and the West Indies. Its versatility is impressive and is signified by calling 
this palm the "Tree of Life" because it is the source of many raw materials which 
are essential to the traditional life-styles in coconut growing areas. 
Of the different parts of this palm the nut takes the prime position in terms of 
economic value. Immature nuts satisfy the domestic demand for drinking nuts, an 
"on the spot" supply of refreshing beverage. The endosperm from mature nuts 
serves both as a domestic food supply and also, when dried as copra, meets export 
demands as a material for oil extraction and for the production of confectionery. 
The palm bears fruits throughout the year and this makes it attractive to the 
subsistence smallholder as it provides his family with food and other products 
evenly throughout the year. His work load for harvesting nuts and producing copra 
can thus be controlled without problems. The palms grow in marginal areas where 
their modest cultural requirements make them particularly suitable for the 
smallholders who can exploit the high value of the coconut palm with its variety 
of edible and non-inedible components. 
In the 18th century the interest of the Spanish colonialists was mainly to 
produce wine and vinegar from coconuts but later, at the beginning of the 19th 
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century, copra became important as an export to produce coconut oil and fat. This 
new product was unknown in Europe and there was no market at the time, but this 
developed in the early 19th century with the expansion of soap production and later 
with margarine production partially replacing the much more expensive butter 
during the industrial revolution. The glycerin content of the coconut made this crop 
important particularly in the first world war for the manufacture of the explosive 
nitroglycerin and so export was increased also (Groeschke 1990). 
Other products from the nut include the shell which produces charcoal on 
controlled combustion, whilst "in the hand of a beggar it serves as his begging 
bowl". The husk yields fibre of different qualities used in the manufacture of ropes 
as well as carpets, mattresses or mulching material. The coir resulting from this 
production is now increasingly being used in horticulture in soil-less composts to 
conserve peat-moss. The wood from the trunk is suitable for furniture and building 
purposes (Killmann 1981). The leaves are not wasted and serve ideally to thatch 
houses while their mid-ribs, after removal of the laminae, produce brooms. Even 
roots are used for tooth-picks and as a source of colourant production. Thus all 
parts of the coconut palm yield valuable products and so support the activities of 
the local inhabitants at many levels. 
Coconut oil, like palm-kemel oil, is one of the most important sources of 
short-chain fatty acids with 8-14 carbon atoms. The oil extracted from coconuts 
containing a high level of the C-12 fraction, lauric acid, is of great importance for 
the oleochemical industry which utilises coconut oil for the production of 
detergents and pharmaceutical products. Encouraging experiments to replace fossil 
oil by coconut oil as a fuel have been reported (Killmann 1981) and further 
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developments are awaited. 
Only a few coconut growing countries are in a position to produce significant 
amounts of copra for export and of these the Philippines is the most important. 
Whilst the palm represents one of the main oil producing crops in the world, the 
major part of the production comes from smallholders who grow coconut as a 
subsistence as well as a cash crop (Smith and Allen 1981). Unfortunately for such 
producers, the world market price for coconut oil is decreasing with the increasing 
availability of alternative oils and, as other oil crops have become more important, 
the share held by coconut is being eroded. The financial losses through competition 
with oil derived from other oil crops shows the urgent need for coconut producing 
countries to diversify into other coconut products and by-products. 
1.2 Origins 
The recorded history of coconut extends back for more than 3000 years at 
places along the Malabar Coast of India and for well over 2000 years in Sri Lanka 
(World Bank 1991). Although a fossil coconut fruit has been found in the deserts 
of Rajastan it is not believed (Chiovenda 1921) that coconut originated in India and 
so its place of origin remains obscure. Most recent literature favours the idea that 
coconut originated somewhere in Melanesia (Child 1974, Ohler 1984) and Harries 
(1978) suggested the region of the Lord Howe Rise-Norfolk Island Ridge. It is 
further thought that the ancient wild coconut palm spread naturally by the floating 
of its fruits on the ocean (Hill and Leeuwen 1933) and later through human 
intervention. 
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1.3 Taxonomy of the coconut palm 
The taxonomic position of coconut is shown in Table 1 The genus Cocos is 
monotypic containing the single species Cocos nucifera L. 
Table 1 Taxonomy of coconut (from Robles 1980) 
Division: Tracheophyta 
Sub-division: Pteropsidae 
Class: Angiospermae 
Sub-class: Monocotyledoneae 
Order: Arecales 
Family: Palmaceae 
Tribe: Ceroxilinae 
Genus: Cocos 
Species: Cocos nucifera L. 
Its classification as a monocotyledonous plant is interesting in that, despite 
being a woody plant, it shares this characteristic with the major food producing 
plants belonging to the Gramineae which are all herbaceous. 
The actual classification of Cocos leads to two separate large groups, the tall 
and dwarf ecotypes named after their morphological appearance. The tall palm was 
further divided into three varieties: typica, spicata and androgena (Narayana and 
John 1949). Following the more recent classification after Liyanage (1985), the tall 
palm is thought to derive from the variety typica Nar. Tall palms are segregated 
in the wild ecotypes called Niu kafa and domestic ecotypes called Niu vai. 
Cultivated varieties originating from these different ecotypes are mostly named 
after the region where they grow. Table 1.1 illustrates the different characteristics 
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exhibited by wild, domestic and cultivated tall phenotypes (Harries 1978). 
The dwarf varieties probably have arisen as mutants of the tall palms 
(Purseglove 1975, Woodroof 1979) selected through human intervention. 
Information about the genetical diversity is not available as yet. The name dwarf 
implies that the first fruits are borne nearer to the ground than with tall palms. The 
dwarf palms which never reach the same height as the talis are divided into the 
varieties nana and javanica (Narayana and John 1949). 
Table 1.1 Characteristics of Tall Phenotypes (from Harries 1978) 
1 WILD DOMESTIC CULTIVATED 
Predominant form Niu kafa type Niu vai type Introgressed* 
Where found Uninhabited and isolated 
beaches 
Certain isolated human settlements Almost everywhere 
Stem Slender, curved leaf scars 
are irregular 
Robust, erect base can be very 
large 
Intermediate 
Leaves Long, may bang down when 
green 
Not so long, rarely hang down Intermediate 
Flowering pattern Cross-pollination is not 
absolute 
Cross-pollinated but often selfed Intermediate 
Fruit Long, angular,thick husk Spherical, thin husk 
All combinations 
possible 
Hut with husk removed Ovoid or spindle shaped, 
thick shell, little water, 
thick endosperm, high oil 
content 
Spherical to ovate,thinner shell, 
much water, thinner endosperm, low 
oil content 
Germination Slow Fast Intermediate 
Growth rate Slower Quicker Intermediate 
Response to NLO 
diseases 
Susceptible Tolerant Intermediate 
Response to windstorm Susceptible Tolerant Intermediate 
* Wild and domestic types are also cultivated 
The dwarf javanica lost its identity and is now part of nana. Well known 
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dwarf varieties are represented by the red (reqia), yellow (ebumea) and green 
(pumila) Malayan Dwarf. Figures 1 A, B and C show the nuts of these three 
typical varieties growing in the Yucatan (Mexico). 
r 
Figure 1 A A bunch of green Malayan Dwarf coconuts 
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Figure 1 B and C A bunch of red (B) and yellow Malayan Dwarf coconuts 
(C). 
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1.4 Morphology of the coconut palm 
The grey stem of tall varieties normally grows to a height of 30 m and about 
20 to 30 cm in diameter, usually with an enlarged base. The stem of the coconut 
tree is erect, unbranched and cylindrical being derived from one terminal growing 
point (apical meristem) and displays leaf scars encircling the whole stem. It grows 
at a rapid rate until it reaches flowering size after which growth slows down. Tall 
varieties live to 80 years or more whilst dwarf varieties have a shorter life-span. 
No cambium is present so there is no possibility of secondary thickening of the 
stem. This is also of importance because stem wounds are not healed and remain 
as permanent damage. As the seedling ages, meristematic activity in the apical 
meristem increases so that more cells and vascular bundles are produced leading 
to a thickening of the stem. When the seedling grows older a bole in the form of 
an inverted cone may be formed at the base of the trunk which is otherwise of a 
fairly uniform girth. The thickness of the stem generally depends on factors 
including the vigour of the tree, heredity and environmental conditions. 
The crown of large pinnate leaves has no crownshaft and the bases of the stout 
yellowish-green leaf stalks and adjoining trunk are clothed in strong fibres. 
Differentiation of the leaf primordia occurs about 30 months prior to their 
emergence in the crown of the palm (Ashbumer 1993). The palm requires 25 to 
30 days to produce a new leaf under favourable conditions and the crown of an 
adult tree consists of 30 to 40 fully expanded leaves. Young leaves first appear as 
a spear in the centre of the crown, giving the plant its typical appearance. 
The coconut palm is monoecious and has an inflorescence in the axil of each 
leaf. Initiation of the inflorescence in the leaf axil generally commences about 33 
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months before it emerges, this is 4 months after differentiation of the leaf 
primordium from the apical meristem. An inflorescence enclosed in its outer and 
inner spathes becomes visible around 8 months before it opens in the axil of the 
8th youngest open leaf (Juliano 1926, Patel 1938). At maturity the two enclosing 
spathes split and expose the rachillae. 
About 20 to 30 rachillae arise from the rachis in spiral succession. The 
rachillae bear predominantly staminate flowers in the axils of tertiary bracts and 
relatively few pistillate flowers at their bases (Juliano 1926). Numerically there are 
up to several thousand male flowers and up to 300 female ones in each 
inflorescence. 
The male flowers are normally found in pairs and each one consists of six 
perianth segments which are arranged in two whorls, the inner three alternating 
with the outer ones. Inside this floral structure six stamens are found. The flowers 
contain a rudimentary pistil with stigmas represented by teeth bearing nectar glands 
(Menon and Pandalai 1960). Generally a male flower develops on each side of the 
female. The female flower itself consists of six perianth segments folded over the 
pistil. Six rudimentary stamens are also located between the perianth and the 
tricarpellate ovary. The tip of the pistil carries the stigmatic surface (Menon and 
Pandalai 1960). 
Staminate flowers mature with the splitting of the inner spathe and open their 
perianth segments to release pollen usually early in the morning before the male 
flowers fall away around midday (Albada 1921). Female flowers generally open 
later and present their stigma covered with nectar (Jay 1974) early in the morning 
when they become receptive. They degenerate after approximately 3 days. 
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Pollination can be carried out by wind, insects and mammals (Ashburner 
1993). For breeding aspects in coconut, male and female phases are of great 
importance. The different flowering patterns are discussed in Section 1.6 in relation 
to breeding aspects. 
The fruit of the coconut palm is a fibrous drupe called a "nut" which matures 
11-12 months after pollination. Inside is the endosperm or "meat" in which the 
embryo is embedded. The nut is protected by the hard fibrous skin (exocarp) 
giving the colour to the young fruit, followed by the mesocarp and finally the 
endocarp represented by the shell when the fruit matures. The true testa is present 
as a thin layer inside the shell and surrounds the endosperm which is between 13 
and 20 mm thick (Menon and Pandalai 1960). Inside the endospermous kernel the 
nutritious coconut water is found. This gradually diminishes as the nut matures and 
the embryo develops (Figure 1.1). 
Figure 1.1 Fruits in longitudinal section, (a) unripe fruit, the formation of the 
firm endosperm has begun; (b) ripe fruit; (c) seedling after 3 
months. Me = fibrous mesocarp, Em = embryo, En = endocarp, 
Esp = endosperm, Ne = neck of germinating embryo, R = first 
roots within the mesocarp. Ha = haustorium 
(from Rehm and Espig 1991) 
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Although the coconut forms a tricarpellary ovary usually only one embryo 
develops, being situated close to the germpore. The distal end of the embryo, 
which represents the cotyledon, forms the haustorium which is the structure by 
which nutrients are made available from the endosperm and coconut water. The 
proximal end of the embryo carrying the plumule and the root pole grows, after 
elongation of the hypocotyl, outside the germpore into the husk. 
1.5 Seed germination 
The process of germination of coconut starts between 30 and 220 days after 
maturation. Although generally considered as a recalcitrant seed, Ashbumer (1993) 
suggests that a dormancy mechanism may be involved. The germination is 
dependent on the environmental conditions (Foale 1993) and growers identify 
germination with the appearance of the shoot from the husk (Foale 1993). Four to 
5 months later the roots penetrate the soil. However this definition should be 
termed "technical" germination as the "biological" germination starts much earlier 
and is invisible through the husk. 
Maturity of the palm is reached when the first floral primordium is developed 
but in practice the appearance of the first inflorescence is used as the convenient 
indicator. Duration of the juvenile phase is mainly determined by the genotype of 
the palm and is in the range of 4 to 7 years for most ecotypes with dwarf types 
having the shortest and tall types the longest juvenile phases. 
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1.6 Coconut breeding 
Coconut breeding is restricted by the limitation of sexual propagation. Human 
beings might have started to modify the genetical composition of the genepool by 
moving their settlements further inland as sea-levels rose and fell. Coconut 
breeding is made time consuming by the long juvenile stage and is also inhibited 
because a long term breeding programme necessitates a continued resource of 
funding. For experimentation, large expensive seed gardens are necessary and 
additionally the multiplication ratio is rather low. After initiating a coconut 
breeding programme the first experimental results are obtained after about 12 years 
(Bourdeix et al. 1993, World Bank 1991). Breeding programmes have been 
directed chiefly towards increasing yield of nuts but also could offer solutions to 
problems concerning diseases and environmental constraints, including drought. In 
several countries exchange of planting material is restricted due to the danger of 
transmitting diseases which makes it extremely difficult to find locations in which 
to breed palms adapted to local conditions. 
Although the coconut may exhibit protandry, there are different flowering 
patterns amongst the palms which have been systematised by Rognon (1976). The 
first or allogame type, which is represented typically by some West African Tall 
ecotypes, shows no overlap of the flowering phases. The second type represented 
by Pacific Tails shows no overlap within one inflorescence but a phase overlap 
with successive inflorescences borne on the same palm, making it mixed 
allogamous and indirectly autogamous. The third type typified by the Malayan 
Dwarfs has a complete overlap within one inflorescence and thus shows direct 
autogamy. A fruit colour inheritance model developed by Bourdeix (1988) has 
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noted that the inbreeding of Malayan Yellow Dwarf ecotypes differs between 100% 
(Jack and Sands 1929) and 88.3% (Whitehead et al. 1966). Type four shows a 
partial overlap of the female phase within and between inflorescences. The 
environmental conditions have a high impact on the overlap of the phases (Sangare 
et al. 1978). Self-incompability mechanisms have not been found in coconut palms: 
even an affinity for self pollination has been described for some dwarf ecotypes 
(Sangare 1981). 
The biological characteristics shown by the flowering behaviour and pollination 
in coconut as described above introduces a high variability in the offspring. To 
guarantee the desired characteristics of the offspring, pollination has to be carried 
out in a controlled way; either naturally assisted or assisted. In both cases the seed 
gardens are protected by a jungle barrier to prevent undesired pollination. 
The naturally assisted pollination used to produce hybrid palms is carried out 
with both selected parents grown together in one seed garden allowing open 
pollination. Usually female dwarf types are grown in rows alternating with a 
smaller number of pollen parent rows. The female palms are completely 
emasculated, however this is often carried out unreliably. As the chosen parents 
have been propagated by seed they are heterozygous and this practice yields 
variable seed, although generally it has superior characteristics compared to its 
parent. Further, it is only possible to produce one hybrid combination in such 
plantations. 
Assisted pollination (de Nuce de Lamothe and Rognon 1972, 1973) is based 
on a system where pollen is brought to a seed garden which is isolated entirely. 
The selected mother palms are emasculated and pollination is carried out 
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artificially. This breeding system offers the advantage of producing as many 
different hybrids as desired. Additionally the seed obtained is to a high extent true-
to type (Blake 1990). Off-colour of the petioles of the germinating sprout leads to 
the recognition of illegitimate seedlings. F1 hybrids can be produced through the 
combinations of tall x dwarf (PB 121 = Mawa), dwarf x tall (Maypan), tall x tall 
and dwarf x dwarf. The possibility of the production of three-way hybrids is 
reported by Harries (1991). The criteria of choice for selecting parents for a 
breeding programme still remain unsolved. 
Developing pure lines through inbreeding has not received enough attention 
from the breeders as yet (Nair et al. 1991) because it demands very long time 
periods. The natural occurrence of haploid coconut embryos (Thanh-Tuyen and de 
Guzman 1983) suggests the possible in vitro production of haploid coconut palms. 
Considering the allogamy of numerous coconut varieties and hybrids, haploid 
palms would be of great benefit to the breeder. Biotechnological approaches in this 
area could be useful to the coconut breeder because heterozygous species produce 
a high number of unique pollen grains, which could be used for the production of 
haploid plantlets. After doubling the number of chromosomes, homozygous palms 
would be produced. Screening these palms for their quality as a parent would be 
very time consuming but might result in improved parents for better controlled 
hybridisation programmes. Before this attractive work can be carried out, a 
protocol for the clonal propagation of coconut must be available. 
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1.7 Biotechnological approaches 
At present sexual propagation remains the only technique for the large scale 
production of seedling material and sometimes involves the application of in vitro 
cultivation of the embryos. The labour-intensive and time-consuming breeding 
procedures in coconut have suggested that the application of biotechnological 
techniques might be beneficial. 
In addition to the lengthy breeding procedures the occurrence of diseases, like 
for example Lethal Yellowing (Mc Coy et al. 1983), has suggested the need for 
biotechnological approaches. This disease is leaving devastated coconut areas in 
Jamaica, Mexico (Figures 1.1.1 A and B) and many other countries, but coconut 
varieties resistant to Lethal Yellowing have not been found as yet, although the 
Malayan Dwarf shows considerable tolerance. 
Figure 1.1.1 A Coconut plantation (near San Crisanto, Yucatan, Mexico) 
showing Lethal Yellowing damage approximately 1 year 
after the appearance of the first symptoms 
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Figure 1.1.1 B Palm infected by Lethal Yellowing showing dying leaves and 
necrotic inflorescences (I) 
The most developed biotechnological technique in coconut is in vitro culture. 
This culture method has been applied to propagate coconut sexually and asexually. 
The sexual propagation of coconut involves the culture of embryos in vitro as well 
as the closely related procedure of embryo rescue. In the asexual method, 
propagation through somatic embryogenesis is attempted which uses other explant 
material besides zygotic embryos. 
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1.7.1 Use of zygotic propagules in vitro 
1.7.1.1 Embryo culture 
The considerable size, weight and the short storage life of the recalcitrant 
seednuts, which often carry diseases, leads to major problems in the international 
transfer of coconut germplasm (Assy-Bah et al. 1987). Embryo culture which has 
been pioneered by research carried out by Cutter and Wilson (1954), Thomas and 
Abraham (1962) and de Guzman and del Rosario (1964) seems at present the most 
applicable technique to overcome these difficulties. It also makes the medium-term 
conservation of mature zygotic embryos possible (Assy-Bah and Engelmann 1993). 
Germplasm can now be collected from remote areas, and by subsequent screening 
in vitro for various diseases, quarantine requirements can be met. 
After successful germination in liquid medium the embryos have been 
incubated on a solid medium. Both media contained the Y3 (Eeuwens 1976) or 
MS/Y3 (Y3R) nutrients with the addition of activated charcoal and sucrose, but 
without growth regulators (Rillo 1990). Ashburaer and Thompson (1993) describe 
the main processes for embryo culture as the collection, transport, growth and 
acclimatisation. The areas of in vitro growth and ex vitro acclimatisation require 
further improvement. 
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1.7.1.2 Embryo rescue 
The "Makapuno" palm represents a Laguna Tall mutant, whose nuts contain 
a jelly-like endosperm. This mutant is of high commercial value in the Philippines 
(Rillo and Paloma 1992). In situ germination fails due to a single recessive gene 
(Zuniga 1953). The deficiency of the enzyme a-D-galactosidase which prevents the 
conversion of galactomannans into water soluble mannans represents a metabolic 
difference to normal nuts (Mujer et al. 1984a,b). This difference is responsible for 
problems encountered with the propagation of Makapuno-type palms. For that 
reason zygotic embryos from Makapuno nuts were excised and subsequently 
successfully cultured in vitro (de Guzman and del Rosario 1964, del Rosario and 
de Guzman 1982). At present the Makapuno is starting to be routinely mass 
propagated through embryo rescue (Rillo and Paloma 1992, Rillo 1993). 
Makapuno-like nuts also exist in other coconut growing countries, as for example 
the Dikiri pol. which is found mainly in the Weligama area of Sri Lanka.. 
1.7.2 Asexual propagation 
Although coconut normally is devoid of any off-shoots due to the lack of 
axillary buds, the exceptional appearance of branching bulbiliferous-type freaks was 
reported (Ridley 1907, Davis 1969). These "bulbils" are formed, through reversion 
of spadices, spikes and flowers of both sexes, into proliferating vegetative shoots 
and these are shown in Figure 1.1.2. Subsequently after layering, the rooted shoots 
were transferred successfully into the soil (Sudasrip et al. 1978). 
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Figure 1.1.2 Coconut spadix with flowers transformed into bulbil-shoots; S 
spathe (from Davis 1969) 
A second phenomenon which resulted in the formation of several off-shoots was 
induced by damaging the apex of young seedlings by Davis (1969), (Figure 1.1.3). 
On rare occasions palms have been reported to branch naturally (Figures 1.1.4 A 
and B). Abnormal seedlings producing several shoots were found to achieve these 
from two or more separate embryos present in one nut (Fisher and Tsai 1979). 
These phenomena are so rare that a commercial application is not feasible at 
present, thereby imposing the need for an asexual propagation system. 
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Figure 1.1.3 A young coconut seedling producing 8 shoots as a result of the 
splitting of the apical bud (from Davis 1969) 
Figure 1.1.4 A Branching coconut palm with off-shoots bearing fruits 
(from Davis 1969) 
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Figure 1.1.4 B Coconut palm which formed several off-shoots 
(from Davis 1969) 
1.7.2.1 Micropropagation by somatic embryogenesis 
Development of a somatic embryogenesis system for coconut propagation, with 
the possible production of clonal palms, is at present the most promising research 
area for the future. Although much research has been carried out in this field many 
problems remain unresolved. Few clonal plantlets have been produced as yet and 
no reliable protocol is available. To reduce time, labour and costs involved in the 
production of elite varieties, the breeders would welcome a procedure for obtaining 
clonal palms. 
Therefore micropropagation via somatic embryogenesis constitutes the main 
subject of this thesis. 
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PROPAGATION OF COCONUT BY SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS 
2.1 Statement of general principles and introduction to earlier research 
Encouragement to propagate the coconut palm clonally has been provided by 
achievements with other palm species, including the commercially important oil 
palm in which early success enabled the establishment of considerable areas of 
clonal plantations (Jones 1974, Corley et al. 1981). Although the vegetative in vitro 
propagation of coconut has been researched for more than two decades, success in 
producing only a very limited number of plants has been reported (Blake and 
Homung 1994). During all these years only two or three vegetatively-produced 
plantlets have been established ex vitro in the field and even this was without 
confirming their clonal fidelity. 
Tissue of juvenile and mature palms as well as endosperm (Kumar et al. 1985, 
Ceniza et al. 1992), immature zygotic embryos (Karunaratne and Periyapperuma 
1989), plumules (Homung 1994) and pollen and anthers (Thanh-Tuyen and de 
Guzman 1983, Monfort 1984) have been used as explant sources with varying 
degrees of success (for a review see Blake 1990). Explants from juvenile palms 
include apical and subapical meristems (Hagedom 1990) and young leaves 
(Karunaratne et al. 1991), while explants fi-om adult palms include roots (Justin 
1978, Fulford et al. 1979), young leaves (Pannetier and Buffard-Morel 1986, Jesty 
and Francis 1992) and immature inflorescences (Pannetier and Buffard-Morel 1986, 
Blake 1990). 
The potential of somatic embryogenesis as a tool for the clonal propagation of 
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coconut led to the formulation of the Y3 medium (Eeuwens 1976) introducing a 
modified mineral formulation. On the Y3 medium, Eeuwens (1976) was successful 
in inducing calloid from inflorescence explants using 10"*M 2,4-D in the presence 
of activated charcoal. The term calloid (Brackpool et al. 1986) will be used 
throughout this thesis to describe the partially de-differentiated calli initially formed 
from coconut tissues and leading to the production of somatic embryos. There is 
no true callus phase in coconut regeneration. 
Buffard-Morel et al. (1992) described a granular callus of secondary origin 
which is reported to have a high embryogenic potential. Nevertheless the formation 
of embryoids from the various kinds of calloid and the subsequent development of 
somatic embryos and plantlets confronts the researchers with obstacles still to be 
overcome. Often no embryoids are formed and by reducing the auxin concentration 
the risk of haustorial (cotyledonary) development was increased. Finally, the 
production of fused embryos, leafy structures, roots and haustorial-type tissues 
frequently occurred. Even "normal looking" plantlets obtained after a period of 12 
months culturing have rarely survived the weaning process. 
Verdeil et al. (1992) have suggested two alternative pathways during somatic 
embryogenesis of coconut. The first pathway leads to the development of abnormal 
structures, where embryos have a multicellular origin. The second pathway, 
starting with unicellular structures, leads to normal plant development, similar to 
the embryogenic route described for oil palm (Schwendiman et al. 1990). 
The problem of defining actual auxin levels in the medium and the recognition 
of state and stage of development of explants is difficult. Additionally the 
genotypic effect seems to play a major role and is a complication in planning 
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experimentation. The obligatory use of activated charcoal especially in the early 
stages of culture complicates the culturing system. The elimination of this material 
would enable research to be carried out in a well-defined system, especially related 
to the control of auxin levels in the medium. 
Obtaining large amounts of uniform and good quality calloid is the first 
necessity for achieving successful and reproducible results. Without such a supply 
of calloid further research on subsequent stages is not possible. In the experiments 
described in this thesis, the yield of calloid was the most meaningful assessment. 
The greater part of the work reported here was carried out between July 1991 
and August 1994 in the Unit for Advanced Propagation Systems (UAPS), 
Department of Agriculture, Horticulture and the Environment, Wye College, 
University of London. Part of the histological work was done at ORSTOM, 
Montpellier, France. Investigations with the monoclonal antibody 7C5 were carried 
out in Prof. H-J Jacobsen's Department at the Institute for Molecular Genetics at 
Hannover University, Germany. 
2.2 Materials and experimental procedures 
2.2.1 Sources of plant material 
Three different sources of explants were investigated. Immature inflorescences 
and zygotic embryos obtained from Jamaica, the Philippines, Mexico and Sri 
Lanka were both transported by air to the U.K. Plumular tissue derived from the 
mature zygotic embryos constituted the third explant type investigated. 
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2.2.2 Basic culture procedures 
2.2.2.1 Instruments, culture vessels and aseptic techniques 
Glassware, dissecting instruments and vessels were washed in hot water 
supplemented with soft detergent "7X" (Flow Laboratories), followed by rinses in 
cold tap water, in single distilled water and finally in reverse osmosis water. 
Subsequently they were placed in drying ovens. Media were dispensed into flat-
bottomed soda-glass specimen tubes (75 x 25 mm), closed with aluminium caps 
(Oxoid), placed on aluminium trays and wrapped in 2 sheets of grease-proof paper 
for autoclaving. Before placing in growth rooms, the glass tubes containing media 
plus explants were closed with thin sterile polypropylene sheets held in position 
with elastic bands. 
Instruments for handling and dissecting plant materials were sterilised in an 
aluminium box by dry heat (oven at 160° C) for 90 min. Glass bead sterilizers 
(Simon Keller AG, Switzerland) provided sterility of the instruments while in use. 
Transfers and aseptic manipulations were carried out in laminar air-flow 
cabinets (John Bass, U.K.), which were swabbed with 70% aqueous ethanol made 
up with sterile water and commercial absolute alcohol. 
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2.2.2.2 Culture media composition and preparation 
The final medium was prepared by mixing equal volumes of 2 solutions which 
contained the components at double the required concentrations. Solution A which 
contained Activated Charcoal (acid washed, Sigma, 2.5 gl') and Gehite 
(Schweizerhall, U.K., 3.0 gl"') was heated with stirring. Solution B contained 
during the first six months of research the MS/Y3 (Y3R) formulation, granulated 
cane sugar (sucrose, 40 gl ') and plant growth regulators (PGR's). Due to 
encouraging results with full strength MS-medium (Sigma, 4.71 g 1'), this replaced 
MS/Y3-medium. The PGR's which were made up as stock solutions at 10^ M 
varied in the different experiments, and are specified in each case. Solution B was 
adjusted to pH=5.8 with 0.1 N HCl or 0.1 N NaOH using a temperature 
compensated combination electrode (Gallenkamp) attached to a AGB-40{X) digital 
pH-meter. 
All media were prepared either with double glass-distilled or reverse osmosis 
water produced by a Milli-RO Water System (Millipore). Both solutions were 
constantly agitated and aliquots (5 ml) of each were dispensed (solution B first, 
then solution A) into glass tubes using a glass syringe. Autoclaving took place at 
121 °C for 20 min. in an Astell Hearson 2000 Series autoclave. All media were 
autoclaved within 12 h of preparation. 
Liquid medium, e.g. pre-treatment solution, was prepared using the same 
compounds as described for gelled medium with the omission of the gelling agent. 
The activated charcoal was added to the nutrient medium after pH adjustment and 
10 ml aliquots were dispensed under constant agitation of the medium into similar 
glass tubes as described for solid medium. The medium was autoclaved as reported 
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above. 
2.2.2.3 Manipulation of immature inflorescences 
Immature inflorescences from palms of Cocos nucifera L. cvs. Malayan Dwarf 
and Laguna Tall were received from the countries cited above, with the exception 
of Sri Lanka. Figure 2 A shows a range of immature inflorescences excised from 
a crown received from Jamaica. The outer spathe of the inflorescences was cleaned 
with alcohol in the country of origin prior to the shipment in plastic bags in a 
thermally insulated container. Usually the plant material was carried by DHL and 
spent 5 days or less in transit. 
Figure 2 A A sequence of immature inflorescences received from Jamaica; 
developmental stages -9,-8,-7, -6 and -5 (left to right; scale in cm) 
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In each case the developmental stage of the inflorescence was determined by 
its position within the sequence on the palm, and was recorded at the time of 
harvesting. Thus the inflorescence referred to as + 1 represents the most recently 
opened, while - 1 is the next inflorescence to open. In the case of - 4, for example, 
the inflorescence would open in situ around 4 months later. This method of 
numbering is used in Jamaica and Mexico and will be employed throughout this 
thesis. A different method of numbering, related to the spear leaf is used in the 
Philippines. 
After removal of the outer and inner spathes (Figure 2 B), the rachillae were 
cut aseptically into a number of 10 mm long segments, depending on the age of the 
inflorescence and kept in autoclaved liquid pre-treatment medium. 
Figure 2 B Immature inflorescences showing outer spathe (O), inner spathe 
(IN), rachis (RA) and rachilla (RL); scale in cm 
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After 7 days in the pre-treatment medium, the rachillae were sliced into 0.5 -
2 nmi long segments and cultured in tubes containing 10 ml of gelled medium. 
Unless otherwise stated, the incubated tissue was kept in the dark at 29 + 2°C and 
subcultured at intervals of 4 weeks. As the composition of the medium varied 
considerably in the different experiments, such details are specified in each case. 
2.2.2.4 Manipulation of zygotic embryos and plumular tissue 
Mature zygotic embryos were excised in the countries of origin according to 
the size and the colour of the nut which gives an indication of its maturity. 
With immature embryos in the Mexican consignments the age of the embryos 
was determined by the bunch on the palm from which they were harvested. Thus 
all the zygotic embryos obtained from one inflorescence were considered to be of 
the same age. The age of the embryo in consignments from other countries was 
determined by the size of the nut and the amount of endosperm which had 
developed. All the nuts were produced without controlled pollination and therefore 
the precise age of the immature embryos could not be determined. Embryos 
arriving in each consignment were randomised previous to incubation. 
Early experiments revealed that immature zygotic embryos which had not been 
excised from the cores in the country of origin suffered 60 to 100% contamination. 
Due to the small size of the immature embryo (1 mm to 3 mm in length) and the 
relatively thin layer of endosperm surrounding it, neither sterilising treatments nor 
pre-treatments were carried out before placing in culture. However several 
consignments arrived in good condition even when not excised before transit. 
Cores of endosperm containing either immature (7 -9 months after pollination) 
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or mature zygotic embryos (11 - 12 months after pollination) were removed from 
the nuts in the country of origin and packed in plastic bags together with a piece 
of sterile cotton soaked in distilled water for transit. In the U.K. the cores were 
sterilised in 37.5% commercial bleach (Brobat, Jeyes U.K., 4.6% NaClO) for 
10 min. followed by 3 rinses with sterile water. The embryos which were totally 
embedded in the endosperm (Figure 2.1 A) were sterilised for a second time in 
10% commercial bleach for 5 min. and, if not otherwise stated, rinsed 3 times with 
sterile water. Embryos which were exposed from the endosperm (Figure 2.1 A) 
were soaked for 10 min. in a 10% bleach solution before rinsing. Subsequently the 
excised embryos (Figure 2.1 B) were kept in liquid pre-treatment for 7 days, to 
ensure that they were not infected. Embryos were further screened for infections 
every 24 hours and if necessary sterilised again in 50% bleach followed by 3 rinses 
with water. After this treatment they were incubated again in liquid pre-treatment 
medium. 
Unless different conditions are specified the embryos were maintained at 29 + 
2°C in darkness and transferred to fresh medium at intervals of 4 weeks. 
Some consignments of immature zygotic embryos were received with the 
embryos already excised. These embryos which came in tubes on gelled plain MS 
with 4% sucrose and 2.5 gl ' AC were not sterilised or pretreated but always 
cultured immediately on gelled medium. 
For experiments using plumules, mature embryos were stored in liquid pre-
treatment for 7 days and then plumular tissue was excised using a dissecting 
microscope. Some of the plumules were complete after excision while others 
fragmented. In the latter case all parts of the plumule were cultured. 
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Figure 2.1 A Zygotic embryos in endosperm cores; covered in testa (A), 
exposed (B) and seen from within the nut (C); (x 5) 
Figure 2.1 B Excised mature zygotic embryo showing cotyledon (CO) and 
location of plumule (P); (x 9.5) 
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2.2.3 Histological examinations 
Two methods of embedding and sectioning of tissue were used; paraffin wax 
at Wye and resin in the ORSTOM Laboratory at Montpellier in France. 
2.2.3.1 Wax embedding and dehydration for light microscopy 
Samples for histological examination were embedded in paraffin wax using a 
modified procedure of Johansen (1940). The explants were fixed in formal-acetic-
alcohol (FAA), consisting of 10 ml formalin (37-40% formaldehyde), 5 ml glacial 
acetic acid, 50 ml ethanol (95% v/v) and 35 ml water. Fresh specimens were fixed 
in this solution for at least 24 h but not more than 4 weeks before the following 
dehydration procedure was carried out. 
Solution Time (h) 
A 50% ethanol 24 
B 60% " 24 
C 70% " 24 
D 80% " 24 
E 90% " 24 
F 100% " 3 changes 24 hours each 
To facilitate the orientation of small and transparent samples during the 
embedding process, the second solution of ethanol at stage F, was supplemented 
with erythrosin (50 mg 100 ml'). 
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2.2.3.2 Wax infiltration procedure, mounting and staining 
Paraffin wax heated to 60° C was poured into glass vials. After the wax was 
solidified the specimen was placed on its surface and covered with Histoclear. 
Subsequently the vial was placed on top of the embedding oven (ca. 40 °C) for 
24 h after which the molten wax/Histoclear was replaced with pure wax and 
transferred to the embedding oven. This procedure was repeated 3 times. The 
specimens were then set into blocks of solid wax and sectioned at a thickness of 
8 /xm on a Bright 5030 rotary microtome. 
The sections were mounted on slides with glycerin albumin and air-dried over 
night. 
The staining was carried out using the Safranin-Crystal Violet-Fast Green 
method. Finally the sections were mounted with Histomount (National Diagnostics, 
U.S.A.) and viewed either under a Nikon Optiphot or Leitz Orthomat microscope. 
2.2.3.3 Resin embedding and dehydration for light microscopy 
The method for the following histological examination was developed by 
ORSTOM and CIRAD. CP. 
Samples for histological examination were immediately fixed in glutaraldehyde-
paraformaldehyde-caffeine, prepared by mixing the following compounds: 
Na phosphate buffer 0.2 M 50 ml 
Paraformaldehyde (solution 10% w ) 20 ml 
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Glutaraldehyde (solution 25 % vv) 4 ml 
Caffeine 1 g 
Distilled water 26 ml 
Na phosphate buffer (pH=7.2, 0.2 M) was prepared by mixing 28 ml of 
Solution A with 72 ml of solution B: 
Solution A: 
NaH^PO^ anhydrous 2.4 g 
Distilled water 100 ml 
Solution B; 
NazHPO.ll HzO 7.16 g 
Distilled water 100 ml 
The samples were stored in the fixative for 24 to 48 h at room-temperature 
before they were passed through a dehydration series as follows: 
Solution Time (min.) 
A 30% ethanol 30 
B 50% " 45 
C 70% " 45 
D 80% " 60 
E 90% " 60 
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F 95% " 60 
G 100% " 2 changes 60 
Part of the samples were kept for 9 weeks at stage C at 4°C before the 
dehydration series was completed. 
The impregnation and embedding of the samples was carried out with a Kulzer 
7100 Resin Kit. 
The embedded specimens were then sectioned at a thickness of 3.5 /xm on a 
Historange LKB 2218 microtome and put onto distilled water from which they 
were carefully transferred with a fine brush onto slides and air-dried for 30 min. 
The sections were stained with a combination of periodic acid-Schiff reagent 
and naphthol blue-black (Fisher 1968). The sections were mounted with Mounting 
Medium Surgipath and viewed under a Leitz Dialux 20 microscope. 
2.2.4 Photography of cultures 
The various stages in the development of coconut explants were recorded 
photographically using Fujichrome 35mm colour transparency film (professional 
ASA 50 or Velvia) and black/white negative film (Ilford PanF ASA 50). The tissue 
was removed from the glass culture tubes in a flow cabinet and photographed using 
electronic flash with Nikon FE and F3 bodies, fitted with Micro Nikkor lenses (55 
mm or 200 mm). For camera distances of less than 10 cm an extention ring (PK 
13) was used. This allowed a 1:1 reproduction at minimum distance. 
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2.2.5 Statistical analysis 
For the analyses in Experiment 14 the values of each of the four concentration 
levels of PGR's were combined. The percentage presence of calloid for the chosen 
pairs of groups were compared using the standard normal distribution (Bailey 
1981). The same method was applied to the data obtained in Experiment 17, but 
without combining the concentration levels of the PGR's. 
In section 4 statistical tests involved the use of one-way ANOVA and when the 
treatment design was factorial, a two-way ANOVA was employed. 
In many experiments, it was not possible to carry out statistical analyses 
because of the type of material or because of the type of records taken. Often the 
explant material was not homogenous (eg. flower primordia at different stages). 
There were many occasions when the only data which could be collected was 
discontinuous. This could not be analysed statistically because shortage of material 
did not allow sufficient replication. 
2.3 Experiments with immature inflorescence tissue 
2.3.1 The current approach to research with inflorescence tissue 
A much favoured source of meristematic tissue in the coconut is the immature 
inflorescence which has the potential to produce calloid in vitro. As reported in 
section 1.7.2, on rare occasions proliferating vegetative shoots have formed 
through reversion of spadices, spikes and flowers of both sexes. This led in the 
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early seventies to the decision to use immature coconut inflorescences as a source 
for the vegetative propagation of this species. Initially immature coconut 
inflorescences were successfully redirected in vitro into shoot-like leafy structures 
which later were rooted (Blake and Eeuwens 1980). However these plant-like 
structures did not prove to be vegetative, suggesting that the true reversion of floral 
primordia to the vegetative state was not being achieved. 
Encouraged by the successful propagation of oil palm through somatic 
embryogenesis (Jones 1974, Rabechault and Martin 1976) an analogous approach 
was envisaged for the coconut. Eeuwens (1976) initiated a callus on "Y3-medium" 
(Eeuwens 1976) using rachis explants. The Y3-medium was based on the MS-
medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962) with particular modification to the nitrogen 
levels and to the micro-elements. The callus obtained was not sub-culturable. After 
supplementation of the medium with high levels of 2,4-D (10^ M to 10 ^  M) and 
activated charcoal (0.25%) (Blake and Eeuwens 1982), a sub-culturable calloid 
emerged. Subsequent incubation of this callus on Y3-medium with decreasing 
2,4-D concentrations, resulted in a structural change of such calloid, which finally 
became embryogenic. Such embryogenic tissues closely resembled embryogenic oil 
palm callus. These findings were confirmed by Pannetier and Buffard-Morel (1983) 
and other researchers (Sugimura and Salvana 1989) using leaf tissue as an explant 
source. Branton and Blake (1983a) reported organized structures initiated on calloid 
which was shown to emerge from files of cells in the outer layers of the flower 
meristem. These organised structures led to the occasional formation of green leaf-
like structures. It has been suggested that these leafy structures represent abnormal 
developments after the occurrence of somatic embryogenesis. When the calloid 
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produced by Branton and Blake (1983a) was not exposed continuously to 2,4-D, 
it formed "haustorium-like", spongy tissues, frequently also associated with root 
formation. The haustorium represents in coconut the cotyledon which, like the 
roots, is an organ. This suggests strongly that the process of somatic 
embryogenesis was undergone. Verdeil et al. (1994) recently presented histological 
evidence for the occurrence of somatic embryogenesis in coconut. 
The first clonal plants from immature inflorescence were produced in Wye 
(Branton and Blake 1983b): callus was initiated after 3 to 4 months on Y3 medium 
containing 10"* M 2,4-D, 10"® M BAP and 2.5 gl ' activated charcoal. This calloid 
produced embryoids after incubation for 3 to 4 months on a similar medium as 
described for the calloid induction, but with a decreased amount of 2,4-D. Nearly 
ten years later Verdeil et al. (1992) described the first production of clonal coconut 
plantlets from immature inflorescences at ORSTOM. The French report however 
differs from the Wye-system in that calloid production was accomplished after 9 
months and subsequently tiie embryogenic callus was incubated on increasing 
amounts of 2,4-D for 1 to 12 months. A secondary granular callus had then formed 
becoming embryogenic, bearing nodules and somatic embryos. The maturation of 
the embryos was achieved by gradually decreasing the 2,4-D concentration in the 
medium. Plantlets were produced 18 to 24 months after explanting (Verdeil et al. 
1992). 
In the mid-eighties the initiation of calloid from immature inflorescences was 
successful, yielding up to 30% regularly in the Wye laboratories. Since then, 
although no intentional changes have been made to the culture procedure of such 
tissue, a decrease in calloid production occurred. Much of the work in this thesis 
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carried out with immature inflorescences was undertaken to identify and rectify this 
problem. The lack of de-differentiated tissue produced in reasonable amounts 
increased the difficulty of research into the later stages of somatic embryogenesis 
in coconut. 
Like many tropical species, coconut contains large amounts of phenolic 
compounds, which include mono- and polyphenols and their oxidases. Phenols are 
substances which possess an aromatic ring bearing one or more hydroxyl 
substituents (Harborne 1989). There are several enzymes known to oxidize mono-
and polyphenols. Two of these enzymes are tyrosinase (monophenol oxidase) and 
catechol oxidase (polyphenol oxidase). Their main role is thought to be 
participation in the "wound reaction" of plants. Normally the soluble substrates and 
corresponding enzymes are located separately in plant cells (Libbert 1987, Mayer 
and Harel 1981), but on wounding this compartmentation is lost and reactions can 
occur, a typical example being the oxidation of phenols to their quinones. These 
may be toxic to microorganisms and so help to prevent infection. The brown 
colour observed on explants of immature coconut inflorescences may be assumed 
to be a result of such a reaction of phenolic substances. It is thought that quinones 
bind to protein, changing them into melanic compounds which give this brown 
colour in an irreversible reaction. 
As described in section 2.2.2.3, the common procedure after receiving the 
immature inflorescence was to pre-culture 10 mm segments in liquid pre-treatment 
supplemented with MS-macro- and micro-elements, sucrose, a cytokinin, 2,4-D 
and activated charcoal. This pre-treatment seemed to be necessary in order to 
prevent excessive browning which had been found inhibitory to the initiation of 
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calloid in Wye. The browning was assessed either by the examination of the 
explant or the discolouration of the medium. 
In the Wye "protocol" for immature inflorescences a 7-day pre-treatment is 
carried out to pre-condition explant material by making it fully turgid, to 
accumulate sucrose, growth substances and macro- and micro-nutrients. It might 
be further suggested that phenolic compounds are leached away (George and 
Sherrington 1984). This would be increased by incorporating activated charcoal 
into the liquid pre-treatment to adsorb the phenolic compounds including those 
released by the tissue as exudates. Explants which were kept in liquid pre-treatment 
expanded enormously supporting the idea that inhibitory quinone formation might 
be suppressed. 
Numerous consignments of coconut inflorescences were received at Wye from 
various locations. The tissue originated from different cultivars as well as from 
different genotypes and was obtained throughout the course of the work described 
here. 
2.3.2 Description of experiments and presentation of results 
2.3.2.1 Experiment 1 
Evaluation of phenolic oxidation during slicing of explants with and without liquid 
pre-treatment. 
Immature inflorescences from 3 Malayan Dwarf and 3 Laguna Tall palms, at 
comparable developmental stages (-6), were sliced into segments following the 
description in section 2.2.2.3. Sixty 10 mm replicate portions were taken randomly 
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from each inflorescence and divided into 3 lots of 20 pieces. The first treatment 
was not pre-treated, the second was transferred directly into liquid pre-treatment-
medium (section 2.2.2.2), and the third was transferred into a similar pre-treatment 
as lot 1, but supplemented with 10" M 2,4-D. The 20 pieces without pre-treatment 
were cut into 2 mm segments under aseptic conditions and the appearance of brown 
colour (browning) on cut surfaces was assessed 5 min. after slicing. The second 
and third treatments were cut similarly after 7 days of pre-treatment. 
The results in Table 2 indicate a great variability both within and between the 
two cultivars. Overall, Laguna Tall showed a trend of higher phenolic oxidation 
than Malayan Dwarf in all the treatments. The Laguna Tall Palm 2, although not 
producing any browning without being kept in pre-treatment, showed an increase 
in phenolic oxidation of 40% after being incubated in liquid pre-treatment 
containing 2,4-D and 45% without 2,4-D. 
Table 2 Phenolic oxidation of immature inflorescence explants with and without 
liquid pre-treatment, with and without 2,4-D. Values are percentages of explants 
having brown cut surfaces 5 min. after cutting (n=20). 
Laguna Tall Malayan Dwarf 
Pre-treatment Pre-treatment 
None - 2,4-D + 2,4-D None - 2,4-D + 2,4-D 
Palm 1 35 90 85 5 55 25 
Pall 2 0 45 40 25 15 40 
Palm 3 40 55 60 35 70 35 
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2.3.2.2 Experiment 2 
Influence of the developmental stage of immature inflorescence on the phenolic 
oxidation of explants incubated on gelled medium. 
Five immature inflorescences obtained from one Laguna Tall palm representing 
the developmental stages -6 to -10, were pre-treated as in the previous experiment 
for 7 days and then transferred to gelled medium supplemented with 10"^  M 2,4-D. 
After 9 days the tubes were assessed for change of colour in the medium. The 
results in Table 2.1 are the means of 20 replicate tubes for each treatment. Each 
tube contained four explants. 
All inflorescences produced a change in colour of the medium when they were 
not given a pre-treatment, with the exception of the -10 stage. The two oldest 
inflorescences produced a colour change with all treatments showing an increase 
of discolouration when kept previously in a liquid pre-treatment. There was a trend 
for an increase in colour change as the inflorescences became older. Data obtained 
by carrying out further experiments (not reported here) served to confirm the 
finding that younger inflorescences showed less evidence of phenolic oxidation. 
Table 2.1 Phenolic oxidation products in gelled medium after 9 days incubation 
of immature inflorescence explants from cv. Laguna Tall. Comparison of 5 
developmental stages, with and without liquid pre-treatment, with and without 
2,4-D. Percentage of explants with browning of gelled medium (n=20). 
M l . Pre-treatment 
Stage None -2,4-D +2,4-0 
-6 10 25 20 
-7 5 20 25 
-8 25 0 10 
-9 10 0 0 
-10 0 5 0 
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2.3.2.3 Experiment 3 
Exposure of tissue to reduced aeration in a liquid medium containing either 
ascorbic acid or PVP. 
For prevention of oxidation, explants in this experiment were cut under 
reduced aeration in pre-treatment medium supplemented with polyvinylpyrrolidone 
(PVP; Loomis and Battaile 1966, Christiansen and Fonnesbech 1975) or ascorbic 
acid. The idea of this was to use a compound which lowers the redox-potential of 
the medium (ascorbic acid), thus reducing oxidation of phenols or by incorporating 
a poly amide (PVP) which could adsorb phenols through hydrogen bonding. 
Liquid MS-medium supplemented with 3% sucrose was prepared with and 
without 10"'M, 10"' M or 10 ^  M ascorbic acid, and 1, 2 or 4 g 1' of PVP. Rachilla 
portions, 10 mm long, were obtained from immature inflorescence of a palm cv. 
Malayan Dwarf at the developmental stages -5, -6 and -7. These were cut into 0.2 
mm segments in glass-petri-dishes containing 35 ml of each of the treatments, 
covering the explants entirely for 5 min. Two explants from each inflorescence 
were cultured in each of forty tubes containing gelled medium (section 2.2.2.2) 
with the addition of 10"^  M 2,4-D. After 9 days of culture the percentage of 
explants exhibiting more than 50% of dark brown surface was assessed. 
Table 2.1.1 indicates the lowest rate of browning was obtained with the 
youngest inflorescence throughout the treatments, with the exception of the 
youngest inflorescence cut in 4 gl ' PVP. Although ascorbic acid is more effective 
in suppressing the phenolic oxidation than PVP, the treatment with MS-medium 
alone without ascorbic acid or PVP resulted in even lower levels of browning. No 
improvement was observed by cutting the inflorescences under reduced aeration as 
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compared with "normal" conditions in air, except when slicing the -7 stage in 
10"' M ascorbic acid. 
Table 2.1.1 Phenolic oxidation of explants (cv. Malayan Dwarf) cut under 
reduced aeration in nutrient solutions with and without ascorbic acid or PVP. 
Percentage of explants showing browning after 9 days. Forty tubes each containing 
2 explants per treatment (n=80). 
Ascorbic acid M) PVP ( g r ) 
No 
ascorbic 
acid or 
PVP 
Cut in air 
Infl 10"' 1 0 " 10-3* 1 2 4 
-5 34 21 22 
(29) 
64 46 79 21 20 
-6 23 24 32 
(55) 
36 38 53 13 11 
-7 14 5 24 
(48) 
28 31 91 14 8 
Frequently no expansion observed. Numbers in parenthesis show the 
percentage of surviving explants. 
A number of further experiments were carried out to investigate other aspects 
which might influence the browning of explants. For example, variation in the 
behaviour of different explants from the rachillae of the same inflorescence 
suggested that the position from which the explant was taken might be significant. 
Similarly an examination of explants cut into different sizes was carried out in an 
effort to establish a reproducible browning pattern. 
While differences were revealed in the browning of segments of immature 
inflorescence tissue in these experiments, it was in most cases erratic and the 
results are not presented as it was not considered that reliable deductions may be 
drawn from them. 
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In the following experiments the immature inflorescences were subjected to a 
pre-treatment as described in sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3. 
2.3.2.4 Experiment 4 
Effect of auxin concentration in induction medium on calloid production. 
The effect of five different concentrations of 2,4-D from lO'^M to 4 x 10"*M 
on the production of calloid from inflorescences at the same developmental stage 
(-5) was investigated. The procedures were as described in Materials and Methods 
and used 40 replicate tubes for each treatment, each tube containing four explants. 
Calloid production was assessed after 6 months culture on gelled medium Y3R. 
Table 2.1.2 shows that the induction of calloid on the two genotypes was 
variable and no consistent pattern was found relating calloid formation with 
different 2,4-D concentrations. 
Table 2.1.2 The effect of 2,4-D concentration (10"*M to 4 x 10"* M) on the 
production of calloid from immature inflorescence explants from two genotypes 
(Laguna Tall, Malayan Dwarf; stage -5; n=160). 
Laguna Tall: Palm no Malayan Dwarf: Palm no 
2,4-D 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
icr*M 1.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.63 0 0 
1.5xlO"H 2.5 ot 1.88 0 0 ot 0 0 ot 0 
ZxlO-K OT ot O.g] 0 0 ot 0 0 0 ot 
OT OT OT 2.5 0 OT OT OT OT 0 
M Q - ' M OT OT 0 OT 0 OT OT OT OT OT 
0=no calloid induction; ototoxicity and 0T=severe toxicity of the 
medium. 
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Auxin concentrations higher than 3 x 10"* M caused severe toxicity with nearly 
all inflorescences used in this and other experiments. There was considerable 
exudation from the tissues when concentrations above 2 x 10" M 2,4-D were 
applied. 
2.3.2.5 Experiment 5 
Effects of developmental stage of inflorescence and 2.4-D concentration on calloid 
production. 
Earlier studies had revealed that the auxin sensitivity and requirement of 
explants may be related to the stage of development of the inflorescence from 
which they were excised. This was investigated in an experiment in which eleven 
inflorescences (-4 to -14) were taken from a single Malayan Dwarf palm 
(Table 2.1.3). 
The five concentrations of 2,4-D and other experimental details were as in 
Experiment 4. 
Table 2.1.3 Calloid production on explants taken from inflorescences at different 
developmental stages (-4 to -14) when exposed to varied concentration of 2,4-D 
( 1 0 ^ M t o 4 x KTM; n=160). 
Developmental stage of inflorescence 
2,4-D -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 -13 -14 
IQ-'K Q 0 0 0 1.25 0 0 0 0 0 1.25 
l.SxlO-'M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.63 0 0 0 
2xlO-'M 0 ot 0 0 0 fl 0 0 0 0 0 
3x10-'* OT OT OT ot OT 0 ot ot OT ot ot 
OT OT OT OT OT OT OT OT OT OT OT 
0=no calloid; ototoxicity and 0T=severe toxicity of the medium. 
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The results shown in Table 2.1.3 indicate that 2,4-D concentrations in excess of 
2 X 10"* M approached toxic levels for this genotype. Calloid was produced only 
with inflorescence -8 and younger and at the lower concentrations of 2,4-D. 
Similar results which also lacked consistency were obtained with a second genotype 
and these are not presented here. 
2.3.2.6 Experiment 6 
Combined effects of medium composition and 2.4-D concentration on calloid 
production. 
During the early work at Wye with immature inflorescences a modified 
medium was developed (Y3R). With the demonstration of significant variability of 
response of explants from different genotypes, cultivars and developmental stages, 
it seemed of interest to screen some readily available media for their effect on the 
growth and calloid production of the explants. In addition to Y3R, Murashige and 
Skoog (MS), half strength MS (% MS), Boston Fern Multiplication (BP) and 
Woody Plant (WPM) media were used with 2,4-D at 10" M and 2 x 10"" M. The 
tissue was taken from two different palms (Malayan Dwarf 1 and 2) at two 
developmental stages of the inflorescences (-9; -6). Other procedures were as 
described in Experiments 4 and 5. 
The data shown in Table 2.1.4 gave no indication that there was any special 
medium requirement for inducing calloid. The amount of calloid obtained with 
tissue from Palm 2 was low on Y3R irrespective of the age of the inflorescence, 
whilst Palm 1 produced low amounts of calloid at both auxin levels with the 
younger tissue. 
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Table 2.1.4 Percentage calloid production on explants of immature inflorescence 
from two Malayan Dwarf genotypes cultured on different media (n=160). 
Palm 1: Inflorescence Pall 2: Inflorescence 
-6 -9 -6 -9 
2,4-D concentration xlO "M 
Media xl x2 xl X2 xl x2 xl X2 
Y3R 0 0 0.63 1.25 0 0 0 0 
MS 0 0 0 1.88 0 0 0 0.63 
0 OT 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BF 0 0 1.25 0 1.25 0 1.25 1.88 
WPM 0 ot Q 0 0 0 0 0 
0=no calloid; ot=toxicity and OT=severe toxicity of the medium. 
Y3R=Revised Eeuwens; MS=Murashige and Skoog; BF=Boston Fern 
Multiplication; WPM=Woody Plant. 
The highest percentage of calloid was obtained with Palm 2 when the explants 
were exposed to BF medium. These data suggest that half strength MS and WPM 
media were unsuitable. The -6 inflorescence taken from Palm 2 only produced 
calloid on BF medium containing 10"* M 2,4-D, whereas twice the amount of auxin 
gave a negative result. However calloid was produced at both concentrations with 
the inflorescence of the developmental stage -9. Explants of the younger 
inflorescence from Palm 1 which were cultured on BF medium containing 10"* M 
2,4-D produced calloid, while BF supplemented with twice the amount of auxin 
resulted in no calloid induction. An analogous response can be observed with the 
same explant source on MS medium. 
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2.3.2.7 Experiment 7 
Effect of different synthetic auxins as alternatives to 2.4-D for the induction of 
calloid. 
An inflorescence (-6) from a single Malayan Dwarf palm was used to provide 
explants to compare the effectiveness of five PGR's for inducing calloid. The 
regulators were 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, fluroxypyr acid, dicamba, picloram and NAA. 
They were incorporated into MS-medium at three concentrations (lO'^M, 2 x 10^ 
M and 3 x 10 " M). All other experimental procedures were as in the previous 
experiment. 
In this experiment positive results (Table 2.1.5) were only obtained at the 
lowest concentrations of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. Even here the values were low 
(0.63%). Although these results suggest that fluroxypyr acid, dicamba and 
picloram were used at too high a concentration, further experiments with lower 
concentrations did not produce calloid. 
Figure 2.1.1 shows inflorescence explants on 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T after 
eight weeks, whereas Figure 2.1.2 displays flower formation on an immature 
inflorescence explant exposed to 2 x 10"* M 2,4-D. 
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Table 2.1.5 Comparison of the percentage induction of calloid on explants of 
Malayan Dwarf cultured on media containing 2,4-D and five other synthetic auxins 
at 3 concentrations after six months (n=160). 
Growth regulator concentration 
PGR IQ-'M 2xlO"'H JxlO'-M 
2,4-D 0.63 0 OT 
2,4,5-T 0.63 ot OT 
Fluroxypyr or OT OT 
Dicamba OT OT OT 
Piclorai 0 OT OT 
HAA 10"M 2xir'M 3xlO"'M 
0 ot ot 
0=no calloid; ototoxicity and 0T=severe toxicity of the medium. 
Figure 2.1.1 Immature inflorescence explants after 4 weeks incubation on 
medium with 10" m 2,4-D (A) and 10"^  M 2,4,5-T (B); (x3.5) 
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Figure 2.1.2 Flower developing on an immature inflorescence explant following 
8 weeks incubation on medium with 2 x 10^ M 2,4-D; (x 2) 
2.3.2.8 Experiment 8 
Effect of selected synthetic auxins on the induction of calloid on immature 
inflorescences of various developmental stages. 
Throughout the course of research for this thesis only one batch of immature 
inflorescence tissue travelled as accompanied luggage to the U.K. This plant 
material produced large amounts of calloid. Two experiments were carried out with 
tissue of this consignment with the developmental stages -9 and -10, deriving from 
2 Laguna Tall palms. These 2 palms grew approximately 50 m apart in the 
Philippines before their inflorescences were harvested. 
In a preliminary experiment (data not shown) 3 liquid pre-treatments were 
employed, each containing a different auxin. These were 10^ M NAA, 10"* M 
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2,4,5-T and 10"* M 2,4-D. The tissue was incubated for 7 days in pre-treatments 
before it was sliced and cultured on gelled medium supplemented with 10"* M 
2,4-D for 3 months. Subsequently tissue which had produced calloid was exposed 
for 3 months to gelled medium containing 2.5 x I C M 2,4-D. After this treatment 
PGR's were omitted from the medium to initiate the production of somatic 
structures. 
No significant effects related to calloid production were found between the 3 
pre-treatments. After culturing the explants for more than 12 months in vitro, 
plant-like structures developed, displaying a collection of vitrified, leafy, and 
abnormal "plantlets", most of which stayed alive in vitro for more than two years. 
However no significant differences related to the auxin employed were detected in 
the quantitative and qualitative production of embryogenic and abnormal plant-like 
structures. The explant material used in this experiment showed little tendency to 
become brown. 
In a second experiment carried out with explant material derived from the same 
sources as described above, high amounts of calloid were produced. In this 
experiment only one liquid pre-treatment was used with 10"* M 2,4-D. 
Subsequently the explants were cultured on media containing mixtures of 5 x 
10"^  M 2,4-D, 5 X 10^ M 2,4,5-T and 2.5 x 10"* M NAA. The mixtures contained 
either 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T; 2,4-D + NAA; 2,4,5-T + NAA or 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T + 
NAA. Medium containing 10"* M 2,4-D served as control. Ten tubes with gelled 
medium each containing 4 explants from Palm 1 or Palm 2 at the developmental 
stages -9 or -10 were employed. The first calloid emerged after 7 weeks. The 
percentage of calloid production was assessed after 3 months (Table 2.1.6) and 9 
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months (Table 2.1.7). 
After an induction period of 3 months, Palm 2 had produced higher amounts 
of calloid than Palm 1 with an increase observed until 9 months of culture. 
Table 2.1.6 shows that the inflorescence of the developmental stage -9 gave more 
calloid than the -10 inflorescence of Palm 2. In contrast the -10 inflorescence of 
Palm 1 produced higher amounts of calloid than the older inflorescence of the same 
genotype. However the inflorescence of stage -9 produced overall the highest 
amount of embryogenic tissue. 
A comparison of the various auxins added to the media demonstrated that the 
mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T produced the highest amount of calloid after the first 
assessment period (Table 2.1.6). Six months later, as shown in Table 2.1.7, all 
treatments yielded considerable quantities of calloid. 
The yield of de-differentiated tissue reached a peak of 37.5% with Palm 1 at 
stage -10 when the medium was supplemented with the 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T mixture. 
Palm 2 at stage -9 yielded 32.5% whereas 30% of calloid were obtained with Palm 
1 at the stages -9 and -10 and Palm 2 at stage -9 when explants of these two palms 
were cultured on media supplemented with 2,4,5-T + NAA, 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T and 
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T + NAA. 
Over all auxin treatments, 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T yielded the highest total amount 
(112.5%) of calloid followed by 2,4,5-T + NAA (100%). Both genotypes 
produced approximately 100 % of calloid over all developmental stages, except for 
Palm 2, stage -10, which produced 75% due to the relatively low calloid yield in 
the treatment 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T -I- NAA. 
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Table 2 .1.6 The effect of auxin mixtures in gelled medium on the production of 
calloid from immature inflorescence explants from two genotypes (Laguna Tall; 
stage -9 and -10). Percentage of calloid production after 3 months (n-40) . 
Palm 1 Palm 2 
Auxin mixture Stage -9 Stage -10 Stage -9 Stage -10 
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T + N M 2.5 0 2.5 2.5 
2,4,5-T + NAA 0 0 7.5 0 
2,4-D + H M 0 5 2.5 2.5 
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T 0 10 10 5 
2,4-D 0 2.5 2,5 0 
Table 2.1.7 The effect of auxin mixtures in gelled medium on the production of 
calloid from immature inflorescence explants from two genotypes (Laguna Tall; 
stage -9 and -10). Percentage of calloid production after 9 months (n=40). 
Palm 1 Palm 2 
Auxin mixture Stage -9 Stage -10 Stage -9 Stage -10 
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T + NAA 25 30 15 7.5 
2,4,5-T + NAA 30 17.5 32.5 20 
2,4-D + NAA 22^  15 2L5 22.5 
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T 20 37.5 30 25 
2,4-D 17.5 25 12.5 15 
A repetition of the results obtained in Experiment 8 could not be achieved, 
although similar experiments with other tissue samples were conducted on 
numerous occasions. 
Figures 2.1.3 to 2.2.9 show some of the calloid and abnormal plant-like 
structures developed after exposure to the various auxin mixtures. In each case the 
captions indicate the origin and age of the tissues and the labelling shows their 
identities. The large number of figures serves to illustrate the variety of responses 
and the difficulties encountered with coconut micropropagation; in this case with 
immature inflorescence explants. 
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Figure 2.1.3 Early developmental stage in calloid initiation 10 weeks after 
culturing rachilla explants from Palm 2, stage -9, on medium with 
a mixture of 5 x 10^ M 2,4,5-T and 2.5 x 10" M NAA; (x 10) 
Figure 2.1.4 Calloid initiated 12 weeks after culturing rachilla explants from 
Palm 2, stage -9, on medium with a mixture of 2.5 x 10"* M NAA 
and 5 x 10" M 2,4-D; (x 12) 
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Figure 2.1.5 Calloid initiated 12 weeks after culturing rachilla explants from 
Palm 2, stage -9, on medium with a mixture of 2.5 x 10"* M NAA 
and 5 X 10' M 2,4,5-T; (x 12) 
Figure 2.1.6 Somatic embryo, 9 months after culturing rachilla explants from 
Palm 2, stage -10, on medium with W M 2,4-D; (x 30) 
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Figure 2.1.7 Somatic structures (SU) and somatic embryos (SE), 9 months after 
culturing rachilla explants from Palm 2, stage -10, on medium with 
l ( r M 2,4-D; ( X 6) 
Figure 2.1.8 Abnormal shoot development (ASH) from fused somatic embryos, 
18 months after culturing rachilla explants from Palm 2, stage -10, 
on medium with a mixture of 5 x 10"' M 2,4-D, 5 x 10"' M 2,4,5-T 
and 2.5 x 10"" M NAA; (x 6) 
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Figure 2.1.9 Shoot-like structure, 18 months after culturing rachilla explants 
from Palm 2, stage -10 on medium with a mixture of 5 x 10 ^  M 
2,4-D and 2.5 x 10' M NAA; (x 6) 
Figure 2.2 Absence of calloid initiation. Rachis explants from Palm 1, stage -
10, after 4 months incubation on medium with a mixture of 5 x 10 ^  
M 2,4-D, 5 X 10' M 2,4,5-T and 2.5 x 10^ M NAA; (x5) 
Figure 2.2.1 Somatic structures (SU) with "haustorial tissue" (H), 14 months 
after culturing rachilla explants from Palm 1, stage -9, on medium 
with a mixture of 5 x 10' M 2,4-D, 5 x 10' M 2,4,5-T and 2.5 x 
l ( r M NAA; (x6) 
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Figure 2.2.2 Somatic structures (SU) and somatic embryos (SE), 9 months after 
culturing rachilla explants from Palm 1, stage -9, on medium with 
10^ M 2,4-D; (x 6) 
Figure 2.2.3 Somatic structures and somatic embryos, shown on the same rachilla 
explant as in Figure 2.2.2, after 11 months; (x 5) 
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Figure 2.2.4 "Haustorial tissue" (H) with lealy structures (LU), 14 months after 
culturing a rachilla explant from Palm 1, stage -9, on medium with 
a mixture of 5 x 10"' M 2,4,5-T and 2.5 x 10" M NAA; (x 5) 
Figure 2.2.5 Abnormal somatic structures, 18 months after culturing rachilla 
explants from Palm 1, stage -10, on medium with a mixture of 5 x 
10' M 2,4-D and 2.5 x 10' M NAA; (x 4.5) 
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Figure 2.2.6 Vitrified leafy structures, 14 months after culturing rachilla explants 
from Palm 1, stage -10 on medium with 10"* M 2,4-D; (x 4.5) 
Figure 2.2.7 Roots (R), "cotyledonary tissue" (CO) and shoot-like structures 
(SLU), 12 monAs after culturing rachilla explants from Palm 1, 
stage -9, on medium with a mixture of 5 x 10' M 2,4-D and 2.5 x 
10' M NAA; (x 2) 
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Figure 2.2.8 Explant from Palm 1, stage -10, after calloid initiation on medium 
with a mixture of 5 x 10"^  M 2,4-D and 5 x 10"^  M 2,4,5-T showing 
somatic structures (SU), leafy structures (LU), "haustorial 
development" (H) and one root (R) after 14 months; (x 4) 
Figure 2.2.9 Shoot produced on a rachilla explant from Palm 1, stage -10, after 
calloid initiation on medium with a mixture of 5 x 10 ^  M 2,4,5-T 
and 2.5 x 10" M NAA after 18 months; (x 3.5) 
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2.3.3 Discussion of the results with immature inflorescence 
Various factors may affect the performance of immature coconut inflorescence 
during the in vitro procedures. The results (Table 2,2.1.2,2.1.4,2.1.6 and 2.1.7) 
indicate that the cultivar and genotype of the palm which served as explant source 
are of great importance. However there is a lack of reproducibility within any 
cultivar (except for Experiment 8) suggesting that results with explants from the 
same genotype six months later would not have reproduced the earlier findings. 
Unfortunately it was not possible to carry out such experiments with the same 
genotype sampled at a later time although efforts were made to do so in the 
Philippines. Non-destructive techniques (Rillo 1989) were employed to harvest the 
immature inflorescence, but the palms were lost subsequently due to rodent damage 
(Ebert pers. com.) before further explants could be taken. Similar experiments 
were attempted in Mexico but again the palms were lost following non-destructive 
inflorescence removal (Oropeza pers. com.). 
While genetic differences are always a problem, there are other factors which 
cannot be ignored. These include the environmental conditions under which the 
inflorescence had developed in the crown (30-40 months), pre- and post-harvest 
conditions and also the time of the year when the harvest was carried out. Blake 
(pers. com.) commented that in several years there was a relative increase in 
calloid production from immature coconut inflorescences harvested during the 
month of November in the Philippines and Jamaica and which were cultured 
subsequently at Wye. Such a seasonal variation is supported by the findings with 
other species including Vitis vinifera (Dalai et al. 1993, Botti et al. 1993) and 
Hamamelis (Christiansen and Fonnesbech 1975). 
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Although climatic differences during the year may be less marked in tropical 
areas than in temperate ones, they may still be sufficient to be reflected in the 
condition of the inflorescences. Variation in their performance in in vitro culture 
must then be expected. The conditions under which the tissue is transported may 
also create problems as they are difficult to establish and standardisation cannot be 
achieved. Although tissue usually travels to the U.K. within 5 days after harvest 
it appears not to produce calloid easily. The French Group at Montpellier receives 
tissue within 24 hours after overseas collection and it might be assumed that the 
more successful calloid production in Montpellier is a consequence of this short 
transit-time. Evidence in support of this idea comes from coconut tissue which was 
carried in accompanied hand-luggage from the Philippines (Experiment 8). 
However on one occasion tissue travelled from Jamaica to the U.K for 4 weeks and 
still produced calloid in Wye (Blake pers. com.). Once in the laboratory in the 
U.K. differences of season and growth conditions can largely be overcome by the 
use of controlled environmental rooms but even here shared facilities may make 
control difficult. The "coconut growth rooms" in Wye for example are equipped 
with a closed-circuit air-system. This operates so that the air in the growth rooms 
is very slowly exchanged against "fresh" air. Gaseous substances including for 
example ethylene which is known to have profound effects on plant growth, may 
build up and be present in a concentration correlated to the number of in vitro 
cultures (biomass) stored on the shelves. The number of cultures in these rooms 
varies and so will the ethylene concentration. This may have an effect on the 
cultures stored in these growth rooms. Thus research carried out in Europe is 
concerned mainly with the environment during the in vitro procedures and cannot 
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take account of the factors which have an impact on the explant material before its 
reception in Wye. 
Experimentation with immature inflorescence tissue presents many problems 
including the variability of the response of the explants receiving the same 
treatment thus demanding the use of many replicates. In turn this severely restricts 
the number of treatments and increases the difficulty of interpreting results. The 
factors which affect calloid production do not operate independently and the 
resulting interactions add to the complexity of the data allowing only the 
establishment of trends rather than giving definitive findings. 
It is clear from the constraints to obtaining uniform material described above 
that the systematic examination of in vitro procedures will be difficult, and that 
only the treatments carried out with one consignment of tissue at one particular 
time may be compared meaningfully. 
In the absence of a proven procedure for assessing embryogenicity, data must 
be taken by visual observation. Although occasionally a batch of immature 
inflorescence produced a good yield of calloid, the reliance on such a result still 
remains impossible. The decision whether a particular calloid is a "good" calioid 
which eventually might lead to further embryogenic structures and finally to clonal 
plantlets can be made only by visual assessments. These assessments are subjective 
and very much depend on the experience of the researcher involved, as no markers 
are available to screen the embryogenic potential of tissue prior to incubation or 
at later stages of the in vitro procedures. 
The use of a pre-treatment has been favoured in the Wye protocol for many 
years. This pre-treatment was considered as a conditioning stage for the rachilla 
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tissue, ensuring that neither growth regulators nor nutrients were deficient and that 
the tissue was free from infection. The comparison of results obtained from 
explants which were pre-treated and those which were not, left the value of this 
procedure in doubt. In Experiment 1 (Table 2), which used material from six 
palms, tissue from four palms gave more browning after a pre-treatment, while the 
inclusion of 2,4-D or its absence was of no consequence with Laguna Tall. In a 
second experiment (Table 2.1) similar results were found for tissue at stage -6 (as 
in Experiment 1) whereas stage -7 gave higher percentages of browning with a pre-
treatment. On the whole, younger inflorescences (-9, -10) had less tendency to 
produce browning. This was found with or without a pre-treatment. However the 
older tissues might be expected to contain more inhibitory phenolic materials and 
should therefore benefit from the leaching effect of liquid pre-treatment. The 
results suggest that the leaching effect is negligible in the coconut pre-treatment 
system. 
The results of the tests with ascorbic acid in Experiment 3 give little evidence 
that this antioxidant was beneficial in inhibiting browning when given as a 5 min. 
treatment. Similar research with coconut inflorescences carried out in Brazil 
(Ramos de Siqueira and Inoue 1991) with citric and ascorbic acids showed a 50% 
reduction in browning following a 30 min. treatment. It is interesting to consider 
whether the effect of the ascorbic acid might, at least in part, be related to a more 
acidic pH of the medium: medium at pH 4.5 has been employed in the French 
protocol. The effect of medium-pH on growth of plant cells is of great importance 
as reported for example by Butenko et al. (1984). 
In practice, the brown compounds diffuse out from the tissue into the medium. 
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This may not be so apparent in liquid media but is particularly obvious with 
cultures on gelled medium, where the discolouration is localised beneath the 
explant. Thus the adverse effects of browning may be minimised by transferring 
the tissue to fresh media frequently. Transfer at 4-weekly intervals has been shown 
to be the optimal procedure (Justin 1994). This is in contrast to the successful 
procedure developed in the ORSTOM Laboratories (Verdeil et al. 1994), in which 
explants remain on the first culture medium for up to 32 weeks. However there are 
other differences in the methods employed. For example the French group culture 
on larger volumes of medium (20 ml/tube) at pH 4.5 to obtain the calloid yields 
they report. In contrast, Wye uses less medium (10 ml/tube) and at a less acidic 
pH (5.8). The pH is known to fall rapidly during the first few days of culture and 
all growing cultures have a pH in the region of 4.0 to 4.8 (data not presented; 
Blake pers. com.). 
These changes in pH of media during the culture period may be considerable. 
It is known that the uptake of auxins including lAA and 2,4-D is greater when 
these acids are undissociated, that is at pH's near their pKa-values. The pKa of 
lAA is 4.75 and for 2,4-D is 2.64 (Worthing and Walker 1987), but other 
consequences of such low pH values must be considered such as changes in pH 
which also may affect the activity of enzymes like those associated with lAA 
destruction (lAA-oxidase) and polyphenol-oxidase. Both of these factors can be 
expected to affect the behaviour of the tissue in culture including its growth and 
browning. Much more information is required and at present the performance of 
tissue in vitro is difficult to predict. 
It may be concluded that a liquid pre-treatment resulted in an increase of 
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browning in almost all cases reported here. This might suggest that the explants are 
subjected to stress in the artificial pre-conditioning environment. Additionally by 
being kept for seven more days after their transport from the tropics to the U.K. 
the physiological age of the explant material has been increased. This might affect 
adversely the response of the tissue when first incubated on gelled medium, but 
such suggestions can, at best, only be speculation. 
Although the results discussed here might indicate there is little advantage in 
pre-treating immature inflorescence rachillae by incubation in liquid pre-treatment, 
there is one practical aspect which is beneficial. The careful removal of the outer 
and inner spathes usually provides rachilla tissue which is sterile. However the use 
of a liquid pre-treatment stage allows any contaminated tissue, which may be 
present, to be recognised and rejected before transfer to gelled medium. As with 
the pre-treatments, different genotypes responded inconsistently to gelled media 
containing various nutrients (Table 2.1.4) and also to the use of different PGR's 
at various concentrations (Tables 2.1.5, 2.1.6 and 2.1.7). Mixtures of various 
auxins were found not to be selective in calloid production (Experiment 8). 
However the effect of particular auxins employed in the mixtures cannot be 
separated at this level of detection. Whether the calloid induced by the auxins 
employed in Experiments 7 and 8 finally could lead to "normal" plantlet formation 
cannot be predicted as yet. For further investigations of the role of auxins 
employed with coconut tissue see section 3. 
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2.3.4 Summarised comments on the use of immature inflorescence tissue. 
If immature inflorescence tissue is to be satisfactory for calloid induction, the 
palms utilised as explant sources should be grown under more controlled 
conditions, although this would require a considerable effort and increased expense. 
Single palms must be screened for their ability to produce calloid and physiological 
studies should be carried out, enabling seasonal variation, developmental stages of 
inflorescences and their potential for somatic embryogenesis (window for 
regeneration) to be put into context. In order to assure the repeated availability of 
tissue from selected genotypes, the use of non-destructive harvest methods, which 
are available for the collection of explant material is imperative (Rillo 1989). 
Finally the need of a coordinated network involving various fields of coconut 
research, leading to the exchange of information must be emphasised. There is a 
need to develop a marker which enables tissue to be screened for its embryogenic 
potential as related to its developmental stage throughout the in vitro culture-
procedures. 
Only by fulfilling these requirements, can work on the later stages of somatic 
embryogenesis be given a sound basis to provide a successful output. Without the 
availability of calloid whose "embryogenic capabilities" are known, further studies 
become expensive in time and money and might not be justified as sufficiently 
scientifically valuable. At present, basic research is required to obtain more 
information on calloid production and organisation. 
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2.4 Experiments with zygotic tissue 
2.4.1 The current approach with zygotic tissue 
Commercial exploitation of selected hybrid coconut embryos by multiplication 
through somatic embryogenesis would be a useful technique in building up stocks 
of hybrid palms. The results obtained in this area of research could provide 
information to overcome some of the difficulties encountered in the 
micropropagation of coconut using mature tissues. 
Zygotic tissue, used as explant material for the production of clonal plants 
through somatic embryogenesis, possesses a serious constraint as the future 
performance of clonal palms produced from such tissue remains unknown. 
However, early experiments at Wye and elsewhere have shown that the induction 
of calloid is more reliable with zygotic embryos than with mature explant sources. 
CaUoid obtained Irom zygotic coconut embryos may be embryogenic and at CRl, 
Sri Lanka, clonal vitro-plants are regularly produced from this tissue (Fernando 
pers. com.). These results suggest the advantages of employing zygotic embryos 
to establish a model system which may be adapted for use with mature explants. 
The coconut seed contains a relatively large embryo which under favourable 
conditions will germinate. The size of the embryo facilitates the isolation of 
components like the radicle or the plumule. During the process of germination in 
situ, the base of the embryo, represented by the cotyledon, increases markedly 
forming the haustorium which eventually expands inside the nut. The endosperm 
is metabolised by the haustorium to feed the germinating embryo and subsequently 
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the young seedling. Two years after germination of the embryo, the haustorium is 
still present to support the young seedling and no contamination is visible as yet. 
Figure 2.3 shows the haustorium in the split nut of a 2-year-old seedling 
emphasising the important role and the massive development of the cotyledon 
which, it might be suggested, could impose difficulties on the in vitro culture of 
coconut embryos. 
The ontogenetic development of the embryo is of interest when in vitro 
germination is the final objective, but if somatic embryogenesis is to be achieved 
with zygotic coconut embryos, their germination is undesirable. In practice the 
germination can be suppressed by exposing the embryo to a medium supplemented 
with an auxin which, at appropriate concentrations, induces proliferation of the 
tissues. 
Figure 2.3.1 (from Haccius and Philip 1979) shows the varying proportions of 
components of the zygotic embryo during its development to maturity. The 
conspicuous shift in the proportion of the sheathing base (SH) and the proximal 
part of the cotyledon (UC) during differentiation of the embryo is remarkable. A 
six-month-old zygotic embryo may be represented by a position between V and VI 
while VII shows a mature zygotic embryo which is the starting material for the 
excision of plumules described here. 
With most plant species, the explant type and its developmental stage are 
critical factors for the induction of somatic embryogenesis. Juvenile tissues 
frequently show a higher degree of responsiveness to induction of somatic 
embryogenesis than explants at later ontogenetic stages. 
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Figure 2.3 Haustorium in the split nut of a 2-year- old coconut seedling 
- U C , 
Figure 2.3.1 Schematic illustration of the shift in proportion between the 
sheathing base (SH) and the upper part (UC) of the cotyledon 
during embryo development: single outline = hypocotyl and root 
pole, double outline = sheathing base, thick outline = upper part 
of the cotyledon, A = stem tip, M = "zone M", fj = first 
plumular leaf (from Haccius and Philip 1979) 
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A zygotic embryo is a juvenile tissue, but even so, its degree of differentiation 
will still affect its competence to respond to culture procedures. 
In the past, coconut research has employed mature zygotic embryos with the 
objective of the initiation of somatic embryogenesis: the investigations produced 
interesting results like nodular calloid formation, root-like structures and spongy 
tissue apparently arising from the cotyledonary sheath (de Guzman et al. 1978). 
However few reports of shoot-like structures developing from callus initiated on 
mature zygotic embryos are available (D'Souza 1982 and Gupta et al. 1984). 
Mature zygotic embryos sliced in various patterns previous to the exposure to 
gelled media supplemented with PGR's gave some calloid formation in Wye 
(Petchpirun 1987) and Blake (1990) further reported a sub-culturable embryogenic 
calloid initiated from the non-cotyledonary end of these sliced mature zygotic 
embryos. 
Bhalla-Sarin et al. (1986) reported the culture of immature zygotic embryos 
(8 to 10 months after pollination; cv. West Coast Tall) on media supplemented 
with lAA-conjugates (lAA-asp and lAA-ala). Only incorporation of both lAA-
conjugates together in the medium resulted in the initiation of a white, compact and 
nodular callus. Finally 3 plantlets were obtained which due to an under-developed 
root system could not be successfully tranferred to ex~vitro conditions. 
Karunaratne and Periyapperuma (1989) assessed the embryogenic capacity of 
zygotic embryos related to their age which was also correlated with their stage of 
differentiation. These two researchers reported a brownish, fast growing and highly 
rhizogenic callus, emerging from the root region of mature zygotic embryos, when 
exposed to gel-medium containing activated charcoal, 2,4-D and BAP in addition 
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to macro- and micro-nutrients and sucrose. With increasing age zygotic embryo 
cultures responded with a decrease in calloid production, showing the best response 
at the age of 6 months after pollination and a cessation in calloid production at 
8 months after pollination (Karunaratne and Periyapperuma 1989). Zygotic 
embryos of the developmental stage younger than 6 months after pollination were 
not excised from the endosperm due to their small size which imposed severe 
handling difficulties. 
2.4.2 Experiments with zygotic embryos 
2.4.2.1 Experiment 9 
Effect of various auxin levels in induction media on mature zygotic embryos 
The effect of 5 different concentrations of 2,4-D from 10"^ M to 5 x lO^M on 
the production of calloid from mature zygotic embryos cv. Tambolilid was 
investigated. The procedures were as described in materials and methods (sections 
2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.4) and used 20 replicate tubes for each freatment, each tube 
containing one embryo. Figure 2.1 B (section 2.2.2.4) shows a zygotic embryo 
after excision from the core. The percentages of Tambolilid-embryos producing 
calloid after 4 months culture on MS medium are presented in Table 2.1.8. Other 
effects of the treatments on the embryos are also indicated in this table. 
The results shown in Table 2.1.8 indicate that the concentration of 10"' M 2,4-
D was not sufficient to induce any calloid, whereas the next two higher auxin 
concentrations induced similar small amounts of de-differentiated tissue in 
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association with shoot production. The concentration 4 x 10"* M 2,4-D produced 
the highest amount of calloid. 
Table 2.1.8 The effect of 2,4-D concentration on mature zygotic embryos 
(cv. Tambolilid). Percentage of embryos producing calloid after 4 months (n=20). 
IQ-'M 2,4-D 
xl x2 x3 x4 X5 
calloid 0 0 0 10 5 
shoot 75 80 60 35 25 
calloid + shoot 0 5 5 5 5 
expansion 20 10 20 15 20 
dead 5 5 15 35 45 
2 calloid 0 5 5 15 10 
Data not presented here showed that by further increasing the 2,4-D 
concentration a decrease in calloid formation occurred. Exposure of the embryos 
to increasing 2,4-D concentrations led also to a decrease in shoot formation. All 
2,4-D concentrations higher than 10"* M produced calloid in similar amounts, as 
well as showing some shoot production by the embryos. Only the two highest 
2,4-D concentrations produced calloid without allowing much shoot formation from 
the embryo. Figures 2.3.2 to 2.3.5 give an impression of successful and 
unsuccessful calloid production on mature zygotic embryos. 
Similar findings to those reported in this experiment (Table 2.1.8) were 
obtained with Malayan Dwarf (data not presented), but were not repeatable in a 
further experiment with the cultivar Tambolilid. Various experiments using a 
similar method to that described above often led to variable and lower yields (5%) 
of calloid. 
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Figure 2.3.2 Absence of calloid initiation on a mature zygotic embryo exposed 
to medium with 5 x 10" M 2,4-D, after 4 months; the cotyledon 
(CO) is shown; (x 2.5) 
Figure 2.3.3 Calloid separated from a mature zygotic embryo after exposure to 
medium with 4 x 10^ M 2,4-D after 4 months; (x 4) 
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Figure 2.3.4 Calloid initiated on a mature zygotic embryo exposed to medium 
with 4 X 10^ M 2,4-D after 6 months. The cotyledon (CO) is 
shown; (x 4.5) 
Figure 2.3.5 Compact, rough and yellowish calloid developed on a mature 
zygotic embryo after 6 months following initiation on medium with 
4 X lO'^ M 2,4-D. The cotyledon (CO) is shown; (x 3.5) 
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The calloid which had been separated from the mother explant grew slowly, 
changing its colour from a light yellow to a dark brownish-yellow. However on 
rare occasions yellowish nodules formed which eventually developed abnormal 
root-like structures. The calloid failed to produce somatic embryos, nor was any 
haustorium-like development observed. 
Exaggerated cotyledonary growth occasionally led to completely haustorium-
like explants from embryos exposed to 2,4-D at concentrations lower than 3 x 
10^ M. The extremely white spongy tissue which resulted could be kept and 
subcultured for more than 12 months and even when subjected to various media no 
embryogenic structures were obtained. These haustorium-like structures finally 
changed to a dark brown colour and collapsed (Figures 2.3.6 and 2.3.7). 
Figure 2.3.6 Haustorial development on a mature zygotic embryo after 19 
months; (x 4) 
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Figure 2.3.7 A contrasting example of haustorial development on a mature 
zygotic embryo after 19 months (see also Figure 2.3.6); (x 4) 
Germinating mature zygotic embryos exposed to 2,4-D concentrations higher 
than 3 X 10 "* M on several occasions produced swellings at the tips of young leaves 
(Figure 2.3.8). These were callus-like and apparently de differentiated structures. 
No experiments were carried out using this tissue. 
Mature zygotic embryos germinating on high 2,4-D concentrations were sub-
cultured on media which contained no growth regulators. This transfer was made 
four months after the initial culture and therefore after calloid production had been 
assessed. Plantlets which developed eventually, grew slowly and had an abnormal 
appearance. None of them survived. 
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Figure 2.3.8 Mature zygotic embryo germinating on medium with 4 x 10"* M 
2,4-D showing swelling (SW) at a leaf tip, shown after 6 months; 
(X 2.5) 
2.4.2.2 Experiment 10 
Effect of differing auxin levels in induction media on calloid initiation on immature 
zygotic embryos 
Seven to 9-month-old immature zygotic embryos originating from cv. Malayan 
Dwarf were cultured on media prepared as for Experiment 9. Early experiments 
had previously revealed that immature embryos tolerated higher 2,4-D 
concentrations in the induction medium than mature ones and that no different 
effect was observed in the initiation of calloid if a cytokinin was omitted or 
included. Due to such findings the immature embryos were cultured on media 
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containing 2 x 10" M 2,4-D to 2 x 10'^  M 2,4-D without the inclusion of 
cytokinin. Twenty replicate tubes were employed, each containing one embryo. 
Table 2.1.9 presents the percentage of calloid initiation after 4 months. None of 
the incubated embryos was lost in this experiment which was surprising as no pre-
treatment was carried out to check the tissue for possible contamination. 
Table 2.1.9 The effect of 2,4-D concentration on immmature zygotic embryos 
(cv. Malayan Dwarf) after 4 months. Percentage of embryos producing calloid 
(n=20). 
10'* H 2,4-D 1Q-: H 2,4-D 
x2 x4 X6 X8 xl x2 
calloid 5 45 35 20 10 0 
shoot 25 15 5 0 0 0 
expansion 70 35 60 70 85 45 
dead 0 5 0 10 5 55 
All treatments with the exception of the highest 2,4-D concentration yielded 
a uniform nodular, shiny, whitish-yellowish calloid (Figure 2.3.9). The medium 
containing 4 x 10 " M 2,4-D produced the highest percentage of de-differentiated 
tissue (45%) while increasing the synthetic auxin resulted in a decrease of calloid 
initiation. Shoot formation on the immature embryos decreased with increasing 
2,4-D concentration. 2 x 10^ M 2,4-D produced the highest number of shoots but 
at the same time 70% of the explants only expanded. Exposing the embryos to the 
highest 2,4-D concentration was lethal to 55%. On rare occasions excessive 
cotyledonary growth was observed. 
Similar experiments were carried out at various times with several varieties and 
the rates of calloid initiation were reproducible. Little difference in calloid 
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production between embryos obtained from various cultivars and genotypes was 
observed. Even the comparison of explants obtained from various countries gave 
reasonably consistent levels of calloid initiation. In some cases a variation in the 
concentration of 2,4-D was required to give the optimal amount of calloid. This 
variation was usually an increase from 4x to 5x or 6x 10"* M rather than a 
reduction to 3 x 10"* M 2,4-D. 
Figure 2.3.9 Calloid initiated on an immature zygotic embryo following exposure 
to medium with 4 x 10"^  M 2,4-D, after 4 months; (x 4.5) 
A considerable proportion of germinating immature embryos produced plantlets 
when 2,4-D was omitted from the medium after 16 weeks in culture. Due to 
limitations of time no attempts were made to wean these plants. Germinating 
immature zygotic embryos initially exposed to 2,4-D concentrations higher than 
3 X 10"^  M displayed an abnormal appearance but nevertheless growth was 
considered good. 
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2.4.2.3 Experiment 11 
Effect of different auxin levels on component parts of mature zygotic embryos 
Component parts were isolated from mature zygotic embryos of the cultivars 
Malayan Dwarf and Laguna Tall after a seven day pre-treatment (section 2.2.2.4). 
Using a dissecting microscope the plumule containing 3 to 6 plumular leaves, the 
root pole and cotyledonary tissue were separated from each other and incubated on 
gelled medium containing 4 x 10^ M 2,4-D. After two weeks of culture the 
cotyledonary tissue responded with marked expansion and subsequently with rapid 
severe browning. After four weeks this tissue appeared to be dead, but was 
retained for a further 2 months before being rejected. 
With the root pole, neither expansion nor browning occurred, but when the 
root pole was left in situ in the embryo, yellowish nodular structures appeared 
(Figure 2.4). 
In distinct contrast to the results described above, many of the excised 
plumules produced large amounts of calloid and further experiments with this tissue 
are described in greater detail in the following section 2.4.3. 
Figure 2.4 Root pole remaining in situ after excision of the plumule, following 
exposure to medium with 4 x 10"^  M 2,4-D for 12 weeks; (x 4) 
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2.4.3 Experiments and Results with plumular explants excised from 
mature zygotic embryos. 
2.4.3.1 Preliminary trials 
In Experiment 11 it was shown that only the plumule was able to produce 
embryogenic calloid. However, when the embryo was split open and the plumule 
allowed to remain in place, culturing with 2,4-D did not result in calloid 
development; the plumule became necrotic (Figure 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) whereas the 
root pole produced nodular structures. 
Figure 2.4.1 Plumule in situ immediately after splitting open a mature zygotic 
embryo; (x 12) 
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Figure 2.4.2 Plumule in situ 2 weeks after exposure to medium with 4 x 10"' M 
2,4-D; (X 12) 
Removal and division of the plumule resulted in fragments which gave rise to 
much embryogenic calloid. When the outer leaves were dissected from a plumule, 
these could be successfully cultured to give embryogenic calloid, while the 
remaining apical structure yielded a plant following culture on PGR-free medium. 
However, the highest percentages of calloid were obtained when the complete 
plumule rather than fragments was cultured. Figure 2.4.3 shows a histological 
section through a plumule before incubation, while Figure 2.4.4 shows a 
histological section of a plumule four weeks after incubation on gelled-medium 
supplemented with 4 x 10"* 2,4-D, indicating a meristematic area induced on a 
plumular leaf. 
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Figure 2.4.3 Transverse section through in situ plumule before incubation. 
Stained with Safranin Crystal-Violet Fast-Green; (x 120) 
Figure 2.4.4 Transverse section through a plumule after incubation on medium 
with 4 X 10"^  M 2,4-D for 4 weeks. Highly meristematic area (M) 
is shown. Stained with Safranin Crystal-Violet Fast-Green; (x 40) 
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2.4.3.2 Experiment 12 
Treatment of plumular tissue with 2.4-D supplied as a short pulse 
Plumular tissue of the cv. Laguna Tall was placed onto gelled media containing 
2,4-D at 5x or 8x 10"* M and Ix, 2x or 5x 10"^  M for 48 or 96 hours. Each 
treatment consisted of 15 replicate tubes each containing plumular tissue from a 
complete plumule excised from a mature zygotic embryo. After further culturing 
on media without auxin or cytokinin, the production of embryogenic calloid was 
assessed. 
Table 2.2 shows that after a 48 h-pulse only the 2 x 10'^  M treatment resulted 
in calloid formation. With the pulse-treatments lasting for 96 h, the 2,4-D 
concentrations of 10'^  M and higher gave significant amounts of calloid, and yields 
of 13% were recorded. There was considerable expansion of tissues and some 
shoot development in all treatments. Some plumules died at the higher levels of 
2,4-D, particularly in the 96 h treatment. 
Table 2.2 Effects of varied concentrations of 2,4-D for 48 h or 96 h on 
plumules; recorded as percentages after 8 weeks of culture on plant growth 
regulator-free medium (n=15). 
48 h 3Ulse-treatient 96 h pulse-treatment 
1 0 " m 2,4-D 1 0 " M 2,4-D 1 0 " 2,4-D 10-: 
5x 8x IX 2X 5x 5x 8x Ix 2x 5X 
calloid 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 13 13 7 
shoot 20 20 13 7 13 20 7 13 0 0 
expansion 80 80 87 67 54 80 66 61 67 66 
dead 0 0 0 13 13 0 27 13 20 27 
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A disadvantage of this pulse procedure was that calloid usually became 
brown after approximately 15 weeks and ceased growth. An alternative technique 
was therefore adopted to provide a continuous 2,4-D supply. 
2.4.3.3 Experiment 13 
Treatment of plumular tissue with various concentrations of 2.4-D 
Forty replicate tubes were used for each treatment, with each tube containing 
tissue from a complete plumule excised from a mature zygotic embryo cv. Laguna 
Tall. After 3 weeks of incubation on a range of 2,4-D concentrations from 2 x 
10 " M to 2 X 10 ^  M, the appearance of the first calloid was noted (Figure 2.4.5) 
and after 6 weeks it was seen on 86% of the plumules which finally yielded 
calloid. The frequency of embryogenic calloid production was assessed after 8 
weeks and is shown in Table 2.2.1. In addition to the induction of embryogenic 
calloid, there was also expansion and in some cases extension of the plumular 
leaves to produce a shoot. 
Figure 2.4.5 Calloid produced on a plumule after exposure to medium with 4 x 
10"^  M 2,4-D for 6 weeks; (x 10) 
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As the 2,4-D concentration was increased the shoot formation on the plumules 
was suppressed in reverse proportion to the rate of calloid production. Over 70% 
of cultures produced calloid at 4x and 6 x 10"* M 2,4-D, which were the optimal 
concentrations as further increases resulted in decreased calloid formation. 
Table 2.2.1 Effect of varied concentrations of 2,4-D on plumules (cv. Laguna 
Tall). Percentage after 8 weeks of culture (n=40). 
10"" H 2,4-D 10-: K 2,4-D 
X2 x3 X4 x6 X8 Xl X2 
calloid 0 15 77.5 75 27.5 7.5 2.5 
shoot 65 45 5 0 0 2.5 0 
expansion 35 40 17.5 25 25 17.5 22.5 
dead 0 0 0 0 47.5 72.5 75 
The results in Table 2.2.1 were confirmed in 3 further experiments using 
plumules of the cv. Malayan Dwarf from Jamaica and Mexico. The first 
experiment was carried out using a cytokinin (BAP 10^ M) as is a normal 
procedure for in vitro culture of coconut, but the work was also repeated omitting 
this regulator. The presence or absence of BAP failed to produce recognisable 
differences during the 15 months duration of the investigation. 
Further development of plumular calloid into plantlets 
Calloid formed on plumular tissue subjected to continuous treatments of 4x and 
6 X lO"* M 2,4-D was separated from the original explant after 10 weeks and 
cultured for an additional 6 weeks on fresh medium with the same levels of 2,4-D. 
Histological studies with this tissue were carried out and Figures 2.4.6 to 2.4.9 
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give an impression of calloid development within the first six weeks. When somatic 
structures developed (Figures 2.5 to 2.5.2), the explants were transferred to a 3 gl ' 
Gelrite medium containing 2 x 10" M 2,4-D, 10® M BAP, 15 gl' mannitol and 
2.5 gl' AC. At the end of this 6-week culture-period the somatic embryo-like 
structures started to elongate (Figures 2.5.3 and 2..5.4). The tissue was then 
transferred to half strength MS-medium supplemented with 20 gl ' mannitol, 20 gl' 
sucrose and 2.5 gl ' AC in glass-tubes (20 x 3 cm) containing 40 ml of medium for 
12 weeks. Several shoots developed and 8 weeks later the first roots emerged 
without any further treatment (Figures 2.5.5 and 2.5.6). The resulting clonal 
plantlets are the first to be described which have been produced in vitro from 
coconut plumules. 
Figure 2.4.6 Section of nodular calloid initiated on plumular tissue after 6 weeks 
culture on medium with to 4 x 10"* M 2,4-D showing meristematic 
areas. Stained with periodic acid-Schiff reagent and naphthol blue-
black; (x 40) 
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Figure 2.4.7 Meristematic surface layer formed on nodular calloid from plumule, 
after 6 weeks culture on medium with 4 x W M 2,4-D. Stained 
with periodic acid-Schiff reagent and naphthol blue-black; (x 100) 
Figure 2.4.8 High power enlargement of meristematic area shown in 
Figure 2.4.7. Starch accumulation (ST) is labelled. Stained with 
periodic acid-Schiff reagent and naphthol blue-black; (x 250) 
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Figure 2.4.9 Embryogenic cells in meristematic area on plumular explant after 
six weeks culture on medium with 4 x W M 2,4-D, showing starch 
accumulation (ST). Stained with periodic acid-Schiff reagent and 
naphthol blue-black; (x 500) 
-I 
Figure 2.5 Somatic structures on plumular tissue after exposure to medium with 
4 X 10" M 2,4-D for 14 weeks; (x 10) 
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Figure 2.5.1 Somatic embryos developing on a plumular explant, after 18 weeks 
incubation; (x 5) 
GSE-
Figure 2.5.2 Germinating somatic embryo (GSE) with somatic structures (SU) 
and "haustorial tissue" (H) on plumular explant, after 7 months 
incubation; (x 2) 
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Figure 2.5.3 Somatic structures and somatic embryos elongating on calloid 
produced on plumular tissue, after 7 months incubation; (x 3) 
Figure 2.5.4 Somatic structures elongating on original explant; (x 3) 
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Figure 2.5.5 Plantlet developed from plumular calloid showing shoot and roots, 
after 13 months incubation; natural size 
Figure 2.5.6 Plantlets produced from same explant as in Figure 2.5.5, after 13 
months incubation, showing shoots (SH); (x 1.3) 
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2.4.4 Discussion 
Research with the culture of immature coconut inflorescence tissue has been 
hindered by difficulties in achieving embryogenic calloid cultures reproducibly 
(Blake and Hornung 1994) for reasons which are beginning to be understood but 
not yet overcome. Progress with an alternative approach for producing 
embryogenic calloid using zygotic tissue is reported here. 
Immature embryos have often been used as a source for embryogenic callus 
induction (George 1993), whereas mature zygotic embryos have been seldom used, 
except in a few species such as Ms pumila (Radojevic et al. 1987), some spruces 
(Harry and Thorpe 1991) and Larix (Lelu et al. 1993) where they responded well. 
Experiments with immature coconut zygotic embryos were partially successful 
in giving calloid (Table 2.1.9) and gave much better results than the corresponding 
mature embryos (Table 2.1.8). However separation of the mature zygotic embryos 
into their component structures revealed that the plumular tissue, cultured in 
isolation, yielded large amounts of embryogenic calloid. 
Tissue taken from a range of embryos of both Laguna Tall and Malayan Dwarf 
behaved uniformly and the data in Table 2.2.1 illustrates the sensitivity of the 
system to the various levels of 2,4-D. Calloid production in excess of 15% is 
shown in Table 2.2.1 for plumules excised from Laguna Tall zygotic embryos. 
f 
This is higher than any previous reports in the literature with other coconut tissues 
and contrasts particularly with inflorescence explants (Blake, 1990) which have on 
rare occasions produced up to 30% calloid in our laboratories, but even this 
appears to be an infrequent and random occurrence. 
Division of plumules indicated that fragments of this tissue when freated with 
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2,4-D-containing media produced much calloid and that the meristem could be 
removed and cultured separately on an auxin-free medium to give a plantlet which 
was presumably genetically identical to the calloid. When a mature zygotic embryo 
was split open and the half embryo with the plumule still embedded was cultured 
on medium containing 2,4-D, no calloid was produced, and this is in partial 
agreement with the low calloid initiation rates with entire mature embryos. The 
production of embryogenic calloid from immature zygotic embryos (Karunaratne 
and Periyapperuma, 1989) taken together with results here, suggests that during the 
maturation of the embryos an inhibitory material accumulates, perhaps in the 
haustorium, and that this suppresses the growth of the plumule in situ; such an 
explanation fits with the observed data. As the plumules of the immature zygotic 
embryos are too small to excise it is advantageous to use the larger mature embryos 
and to remove the remaining tissue. 
During the pulse application it must be concluded that either insufficient 2,4-D 
was being taken up or that it was being metabolised and required to be given over 
a longer period to be effective. Further pulse treatments might have been beneficial 
in preventing browning and the early loss of calloid described in Experiment 12. 
With inflorescence tissue much variability in calloid production may be 
attributed to the genetic differences between palms. With zygotic embryos, 
differences between cultivars and individual nuts might be expected to result in 
similar variability patterns, but this is not the case in the present experiments. Here 
repetition revealed considerable uniformity. 
In offering a method for the large scale production of calloid, the culture of 
plumular material has a considerable potential for research on embryogenesis in 
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coconut. Like the procedures involving the use of entire zygotic embryos, the 
plumules would only produce clones of palms with unknown performance. If, 
however, zygotic embryos are produced from elite parents, then clones from these 
embryos are likely to show many of the desired characteristics of the parents. 
The stages of development between the first appearance of somatic structures 
and the formation of plantlets needs further attention and, with the availability of 
a plentiful supply of calloid from plumules it is now possible to carry out well-
planned and replicated investigations. Zygotic embryos from hybrid seed could be 
excised and the plumular leaves used for the production of clonal plants either by 
the process of somatic embryogenesis or organogenesis, with the simultaneous 
establishment of the palm by the culturing of the remaining apical structure. Thus 
the characteristics of the clonal plants could be pre-determined through the 
performance of the "apical" plant. 
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3 THE USE OF PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS, OTHER THAN 
2,4 D, FOR THE INDUCTION OF CALLOID IN COCONUT TISSUES 
3.1 Introduction to synthetic auxins and their possible role in tissue 
culture 
The first isolation of "heteroauxin" was in the 1930's (Kogl and Kostermans 
1934). This naturally occurring auxin which is now known to be indol-3-yl-acetic 
acid (lAA) played a central role in plant growth regulation research. The mode of 
action of lAA has been a matter of conjecture. Since its discovery efforts have 
been made to explain aspects of plant growth by showing the presence of very low 
levels of lAA or alternatively abnormally high levels. Despite the great interest in 
this naturally occurring auxin few practical or commercial applications have been 
reported for it. 
However, lAA has played a significant role in serving as a model for the 
synthesis of similar compounds known as the "synthetic auxins", and some of these 
have considerable importance in the fields of Horticulture and Agriculture. The 
first and apparently most important of these is 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
(2,4-D) which soon was employed as a selective herbicide to control broad leafed 
weeds in cereals (Slade et al. 1945). The effect of 2,4-D in damaging and 
destroying broad-leafed weeds is not only due to simple toxicity. It is also the 
result of the stimulation of young tissues associated with meristematic zones to 
develop in an uncontrolled way resulting in disorganisation and death. 
This effect upon meristematic cells is significant in the present research on 
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plant tissue culture. For example, the usefulness of 2,4-D in in vitro culture has 
been reported in early experiments carried out by Reinert (1959). Since then 2,4-D 
has been one of the main auxins used in tissue culture: Evans et al. (1981) found 
that in more than 55% of the reports related to somatic embryogenesis with 
dicotyledonous species 2,4-D was used and that in 100% of the reports for 
monocotyledons 2,4-D was employed. However, other auxins are also available for 
use in plant tissue culture and these should not be neglected. 
The fact that synthetic auxins may be employed to control weed species in crop 
plants shows that these PGR's possess a high level of selectivity. Many factors 
have been reported to affect this selectivity (see review Pillmoor and Gaunt 1981). 
An explanation may lie in leaf surface differences and also such anatomical features 
as to whether the sensitive meristematic regions are exposed to foliar sprays or 
protected by older leaves. Additional explanations involve the effects the chemicals 
have upon the metabolism of the different plants and also the ability of the enzyme 
systems of the plants to "detoxicate" such auxins (Loos 1975). This latter effect 
may be expected to apply equally to the responses of different tissues in in vitro 
culture. 
Screening various PGR's for their potential to initiate de-differentiated growth 
(Pierik 1987) and to induce somatic embryogenesis may be unnecessary with many 
plant species which are easily propagated but it is justified with recalcitrant species 
like coconut. On the other hand various auxins can have different "effectivities". 
Kamada and Harada (1979) described the "effectivity" of various auxins for carrot 
somatic embryogenesis in the following way: 
lAA < NAA < 4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid < 2,4-D < 2,4,5-T. 
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This sequence correlates positively with the stability and resistance of these 
chemicals to degradation by plant enzymes (Taylor pers. com.). 
In the coconut system only a few examples of the use of auxins other than 
2,4-D for callus induction have been reported. lAA-conjugates have been 
successfully employed with immature zygotic embryos (Bhalla-Sarin et al. 1986) 
while IB A, lAA, NAA and NO A had no favourable effects on calloid production 
from immature zygotic embryos (Karunaratne and Periyapperuma 1989). FPA, 
Picloram and 2,4,5-T induced calloid on immature zygotic embryos and calloid 
was produced on immature inflorescence explants when 2,4,5-T was also added to 
the medium (Homung 1994). TIB A which has sometimes been called an 
"anti-auxin" gave good results in coconut anther culture (Monfort 1985) when 
compared with 2,4-D, lAA and NAA. 
Although there are cases in which the natural auxin lAA has been used 
successfully in tissue culture (George and Sherrington 1984), compounds 
possessing a level of action like lAA may fail through their "short life" in the 
tissue. If they are not destroyed at cut cell surfaces during uptake, regulatory 
mechanisms for controlling levels of natural physiologically active compounds 
might be expected to operate to prevent their accumulation in actively growing 
tissues. 
With synthetic auxins the behaviour of the plant might be different to that with 
the natural auxins and even if the tissue is able to metabolise a particular compound 
there might be a "lag phase" during which the auxin effects might occur 
(Trewawas 1991, Bradford and Trewawas 1994). This suggests that particular basic 
principles need to be considered when a choice is made from the many auxins 
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which might be successful in producing a desired tissue response in vitro. Various 
auxins may give similar responses with a particular tissue. 
A number of groups of chemicals which satisfy the structural requirements for 
"auxin activity" are available. Although there are some exceptions it is a general 
rule that such compounds should have at least two features. Firstly they should 
have an aromatic ring-structure preferably with appropriate halogen substituents, 
and secondly a carboxyl function (Koepfli et. al 1938, Went and Thimann 1937). 
These are shown in the structures of 2,4-D, NAA and the naturally-occurring lAA. 
The importance of the position of the substituents becomes apparent when it 
is realised that 4-chlorophenoxyacetic possesses a high auxin activity like 2,4-D 
while 2,6-D has none (Wain and Wightman 1953). There are 5 other acids 
isomeric with 2,4-D, but only three have auxin activity; 2,3-, 2,5- and 3,4-D 
(Wain and Wightman 1953). With the monochloro- (3), trichloro- (6), tetrachloro-
(3) and pentachloro- (1) phenoxyacetic acids and 19 more corresponding bromo-
compounds the decision of which auxin to employ for a particular in vitro purpose 
becomes difficult. 
The importance of the extent of the ring halogenation becomes apparent when 
the metabolism of auxins in plant tissues is considered. One of the major 
detoxification pathways involves an initial ring hydroxylation (Holly 1952). Thus 
the availability of positions on the ring free of substituents, increases the ease with 
which this occurs. Stability within the tissue may be increased by using more 
heavily substituted auxins, for example 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T) 
in place of 2,4-D (Taylor pers. com.). Ring substituents other than halogen may 
also be used and these include methyl-, present as 4-chloro-2-methylphenoxyacetic 
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acid (MCPA). The activity of this synthetic auxin is almost comparable to that of 
2,4-D (Slade et al. 1945). 
In some cases the -CH2COOH side-chain might be changed resulting in acids 
which still retain auxin activity while possessing slightly different physical 
properties and/or selectivity. Examples include the corresponding n-butyric acids 
comparable to 2,4-D (2,4-DB), MCPA (MCPB) and also lAA (the naturally 
occurring IBA). Some of the "butyric" herbicides may be used to kill many broad-
leaved weeds in pastures without damage to the legume clover (Wain and 
Wightman 1955). This herbicidal selectivity is widely used in the field of 
agriculture, but a corresponding usefulness in in vitro culture has hardly been 
investigated. 
However the side-chain of the synthetic auxins carries the carboxyl group 
which was mentioned earlier as a primary requirement for auxin activity. When 
this group is lost by decarboxylation, auxin activity is destroyed irreversibly (Loos 
1975). Often the carboxyl group is conjugated to a sugar or aminoacid. When this 
occurs the enzymic reaction might be reversible and the possibility arises of the 
active molecule being released into the tissue in culture or into the medium on 
which the tissue is growing. The type of conjugation is largely dependent on the 
plant species concerned, but the ease with which it is achieved is mainly 
determined by the chemical structure of the auxin. For example, unsubstituted 
benzoic acid (BA) is readily conjugated, 2,3,6-trichlorobenzoic acid (TBA) is 
virtually unchanged while a dichlorobenzoic acid (dicamba) is reported to be poorly 
conjugated in bean foliage (Hurtt and Foy 1965) but readily metabolised in wheat 
plants (Broadhurst et al. 1966). 
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Synthetic auxins with a heterocyclic ring structure have been reported to be 
effective when used in culture media. These differ from the phenoxyacetic and 
benzoic acids in the possession of a pyridyl ring structure. They are the 
pyridyloxyacetic acids (triclopyr and fluroxypyr) and the picolinic acids (picloram 
and clopyralid). As herbicides, they show considerable physiological activity 
associated with marked selectivity. This suggests their use in plant tissue culture. 
It might be expected that a compound like picloram which has a -COOH 
directly on its pyridyl ring and no unsubstituted positions which could be 
hydroxylated, would be extremely persistent in tissue, like the substituted benzoic 
acids (e.g. TBA). Some encouraging results have already been obtained with 
picloram (George 1993) and this would appear to provide practical support for this 
concept. 
The oxyacetic acids (fluroxypyr and triclopyr) might be more labile than 
picloram, as they possess the oxygen bridging group which could facilitate sugar 
ester and aminoacid conjugate formation, with possibly reduced effectiveness. 
However this is conjecture and more information is required. 
From these considerations of the varying activity of the synthetic auxins and 
their persistence in tissues, it is clear that they should be considered as alternatives 
to 2,4-D. The kinetics of the accumulation of different metabolites in culture media 
then becomes a factor to be considered. 
3.2 Experimental 
The production of calloid is of critical importance in establishing a protocol for 
the in vitro micropropagation of coconut. The formation of calloid is dependent on 
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the presence of an auxin and early indications were obtained that its production 
from coconut zygotic embryos was greater and more consistent than from immature 
inflorescence (section 2.3.3), thus prompting these further investigations. 
3.2.1 Material and Methods 
The four experiments represent a broad comparison of the effectiveness of 
different PGR's with immature zygotic embryos and plumules excised from mature 
zygotic embryos. In Experiment 15 intact mature zygotic embryos were also used 
to confirm the earlier finding that either immature embryos or the isolated plumules 
of mature embiyos were suitable as explants. 
For all the experiments a standard concentration of 2,4-D at 4 x 10"* M 
(or 6 X 10'^  M, Experiment 16 only) was incorporated to serve as a control and to 
establish continuity throughout the investigations. 
3.2.2 Experiments and Results 
3.2.2.1 Experiment 14 
Treatment of zygotic tissues with various PGR's 
In the first experiment carried out with zygotic tissues a comparison was made 
of their responses to different PGR-treatments. A control treatment which 
contained no auxin was included. Various molar concentrations of NAA, picloram, 
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2,4-D and 2,4,5-T were added to gelled medium as described in section 2.2.2.2. 
All treatments consisted of 35 replicate tubes each containing a single immature 
zygotic embryo or plumular explant excised from mature embryos of cv. Malayan 
Dwarf. 
The presence or absence of calloid, shoots or roots was assessed after eight 
weeks and the results expressed as percentage values for each treatment. The total 
number of replicates for the treatments differed from 35 in some cases due to 
losses through infections, and the accurate numbers are included in the tables. 
Results 
Excised plumular tissue 
The experimental data for excised plumules is presented in Table 3 and the 
corresponding statistical analyses shown in Table 3.1. Calloid production was 
dependent on the inclusion in the medium of a suitable PGR at a sufficiently high 
concentration. There was no calloid production in the absence of PGR's neither 
was germination suppressed as it was when they were present at high 
concentrations. 
NAA was ineffective for inducing calloid on plumular tissue (Table 3), 
although the highest concentration (5 x 10 ^ M) was ten times higher than for the 
other PGR's. These results with NAA were comparable to those obtained with no 
PGR, except that the highest level affected shoot and root development 
(Table 3.1). 
The results obtained with picloram, 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T indicate the production 
of much calloid. Calloid initiation at rates of 54% and 55% were recorded with 
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picloram and 2,4-D respectively (Table 3). The concentrations appear not to be 
critical for either 2,4-D or picloram, although in both cases the highest 
(5 X lO"* M) gave marginally higher percentages but a significant difference was 
not found (Table 3.1). It may be noted that all three PGR's which stimulated 
calloid initiation also affected the growth of the explants in suppressing shoot and 
root development. 
Table 3 The response of excised plumules to PGR-treatments. The values 
represent the number of explants in which calloid, root and shoot development 
were observed (after 8 weeks), expressed as a percentage (n=35). 
PGR Concentration (M) n Calloid Shoot Root 
5xir* 35 0 77 23 
10-3 35 0 77 31 
m 2x1^: 34 0 47 50 
s x i r " 35 0 0 0 
2xir* 35 14 0 0 
3 X 1Q-* 35 20 0 0 
Picloram 4 X 10'" 35 43 0 0 
5 X 10"' 35 54 0 0 
2Xir' 35 6 0 0 
35 6 0 0 
4 X 10'" 35 34 0 0 
5 X 10"" 33 55 0 0 
2 x i r ' 35 0 0 0 
34 0 0 0 
2,4,5-T 4 X 10"* 35 14 0 0 
5 X 10"* 35 17 0 0 
no PGR none 35 0 86 35 
Where roots and shoots were both present the total exceeded 100% 
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Table 3.1 Summary of statistical analyses of data in Table 3. 
Comparisons Calloid Root Shoot 
N M vs piclorai *** Hi Hi 
N M vs 2,4-D *** Hi Hi 
m vs 2,4,5-T *** Hi Hi 
NAA vs no PGR ns Hi Hi 
Picloram vs 2,4-D ns ns ns 
Piclorai vs 2,4,5-T *** ns ns 
Picloram vs no PGR Hi *** Hi 
2,4-D vs 2,4,5-T Hi ns Hi 
2,4-D vs no PGR Hi Hi Hi 
2,4,5-T vs no PGR ns iH Hi 
p < 0.05 = *; p < 0.01 
significant. 
* * ; p < 0.001 — * * * ; ns = not 
Immature zygotic embryos 
The results obtained when immature zygotic embryos were treated with growth 
regulators are presented in Table 3.1.1. The no PGR data again showed no calloid 
induction and that there was growth of both roots and shoots. 
NAA was effective producing calloid at the two higher concentrations 
(5 X 10 ^  M and 2 x 10"* M; Figure 3) for which values of 20% and 9% 
respectively were recorded. While 5 x 10'^  M showed the frequently observed 
combination of calloid induction and shoot/root suppression, the 2 x 10"' M 
concentration induced calloid but allowed shoot/root development (Table 3.1.1; 
Figure 3.1). 
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Treatments with picloram and 2,4-D both induced calloid but only at the higher 
concentrations. However it must be noted that these levels were both lower than 
the levels at which NAA was successful. Examination of the statistical significances 
of the data (Table 3.1.2) do not indicate differences between the effectiveness of 
the three regulators at their optimal concentration used in Experiment 14. 
As in the case of plumular tissue, picloram suppressed shoot and root 
development with immature embryos, but the 2,4-D treatments did not conform in 
that lower non-calloid inducing concentrations allowed shoot growth. 
Table 3.1.1 The response of immature zygotic embryos to PGR-treatment. The 
values represent the number of explants in which calloid, shoot and root 
development were observed (after 8 weeks), expressed as a percentage (n=35). 
PGR Concentration (H) n Calloid Shoot Root 
5 X lO'" 35 0 54 46 
IQ-: 35 0 54 46 
NAA 2X1^: 35 9 57 26 
5 X 10-3 35 20 0 0 
2 X 10-' 35 3 0 0 
3 x i r ' 35 0 0 0 
Picloran 4 X 10-* 35 3 0 0 
5 X 10-* 35 14 0 0 
35 0 51 0 
3 X 10-4 35 0 49 0 
2,4-D 4 X 10-" 34 12 0 0 
5 X 10-4 35 14 0 0 
2 X 10-4 35 0 6 0 
3xwr' 35 0 0 0 
2,4,5-T 4 X 10-4 35 6 0 0 
5 x i r ' 35 3 0 0 
no PGR none 35 fl 34 36 
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Table 3.1.2 Summary of statistical analyses of data in Table 3.1.1 
Comparisons Calloid Root Shoot 
NAA vs piclcram ns Hi 
NAA vs 2,4-D ns *** H 
NAA vs 2,4,5-T * *** Hi 
NAA vs no PGR Hi ns Hi 
Picloram vs 2,4-D ns ns Hi 
Piclorai vs 2,4,5-T ns *** ns 
Picloram vs no PGR *** Hi 
2,4-D vs 2,4,5-T ns Hi Hi 
2,4-D vs no PGR *i* Hi Hi 
2,4,5-T vs no PGR i Hi Hi 
p < 0.05 = *; p < 0.01 = p < 0.001 = — % % % n c — ns = not significant. 
Figure 3 Calloid initiated on an immature zygotic embryo following exposure 
to medium with 5 x 10^ M NAA after 8 weeks; (x 8) 
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Figure 3.1 Immature zygotic embryo showing roots and haustorial development 
(H) following exposure to medium with 2 x 10^ M NAA after 10 
weeks; (x 4) 
Comparison of the calloid production from plumular tissue and immature zygotic 
embryos 
When these calloid data were examined statistically to make a comparison 
between the behaviour of the two tissue types (Table 3.1.3), it was evident that the 
plumules were more productive. The differences for 2,4-D, picloram and NAA 
were significant at the p < 0.001 level, but failed to reach significance with the 
2,4,5-T data. 
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Table 3.1.3 Total number of immature zygotic embryos (IZE) and 
plumules (PE) producing calloid (C), roots (R) and shoots (S). Comparison 
of IZE vs PE (see also Table 3 and Table 3.1.1). 
PGR C,S,R n IZE 
(%) 
n PE 
(%) 
IZE vs PE 
C 10 0 *** 
NAA S 140 58 139 70 i 
R 45 36 ns 
C 1 46 Hi 
Picloram S 140 0 140 0 ns 
R 0 0 ns 
C 9 34 *** 
2,4-D S 139 35 138 38 ns 
R 0 0 ns 
C 3 11 ns 
2,4,5-T S 140 2 130 2 ns 
R 3 0 ** 
C 0 0 ns 
no PGR S 35 33 35 30 ns 
R 7 19 ** 
p < 0.05 = *; p < 0.01 — **; p < 0.001 = ***; ns = not significant. 
With immature embryos both 2,4-D and picloram stimulated calloid 
production, but there was no significant difference between any of these PGR's 
(Table 3.1.2). These results suggest that the PGR requirements for this tissue may 
not be specific. 
The regulator 2,4,5-T with its high level of ring substitution is known to have 
greater persistence in the tissues, but it yielded low calloid formation in treatments 
with immature embryos (Table 3.1.1) and was not very successful with plumules 
(Table 3). 
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3.2.2.2 Experiment 15 
Treatment of zygotic tissues with phenoxyacetic and phenylacetic acids 
In this experiment various substituted phenoxyacetic acids were tested on 
mature and immature zygotic embryos and plumules excised from mature zygotic 
embryos (cv. Malayan Dwarf) obtained from Mexico. The inclusion of mature 
zygotic embryo treatments in this experiment was undertaken to establish that the 
induction of calloid on these embryos was not limited by the use of 2,4-D, and to 
find out whether a different PGR might yield better results. 
The explants were cultured on medium as described previously in section 
2.2.2.2. The compounds were 3,5-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
(3,5-D), 3,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (3,4-D), 2,6-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
(2,6-D), 2,3-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,3-D), phenoxyacetic acid (POA), 
4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (4CP), 2,4-D, MCPA, 3,5-dimethylphenoxyacetic acid 
(35DM) and phenylacetic acid (PAA). Each was incorporated separately at a 
concentration of 4 x 10"* M and 2,4-D was included as a standard treatment. The 
16 replicate tubes contained one explant. The percentage production rate of calloid, 
shoot production and expansion were recorded after eight weeks. 
Results 
The high level of calloid production obtained by culturing plumular tissue with 
2,4-D in Experiment 14 was confirmed in this experiment (Table 3.1.4) which also 
included nine other PGR's with related chemical structures. 3,4-D, 4CP and 
MCPA resulted in comparable levels of auxin activity and, Irom the present data, 
in their ability to stimulate calloid production. 
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Table 3.1.4 Response of mature zygotic embryos (MZE), immature zygotic 
embryos (IZE) and plumules (PE) to treatment with substituted phenoxyacetic 
acids. The values represent the percentage number of explants in which calloid, 
shoots, expansion and infections were observed after 8 weeks (n=16). 
PGR (M) 
4 X 10-* 
Calloid Shoot Expansion Infected 
MZE IZE PE MZE IZE PE MZE IZE PE MZE IZE PE 
3,5-D 0 0 0 63 44 50 38 56 50 0 0 0 
3,4-0 0 19 25 25 13 31 44 44 44 31 25 0 
2,6-D 0 0 0 100 19 63 0 81 38 0 0 0 
2,3-D 0 0 0 0 88 69 100 6 31 0 6 0 
m 0 0 0 63 6 44 38 94 56 0 0 0 
4CP 0 31 38 19 38 63 63 31 0 19 0 0 
P M 0 0 0 31 50 100 19 44 0 50 6 0 
35DM 0 0 0 88 94 100 13 0 0 0 6 0 
HCPA 0 19 19 31 44 69 69 38 13 0 0 0 
2,4-D 0 44 63 13 13 31 88 44 6 0 0 0 
Other phenoxy acids which do not have marked auxin activity like 3,5-D, 
2,6-D, 2,3-D, POA and 35MD (Wain and Wightman 1953) were all equally 
ineffective for stimulating calloid production in the plumules. 
The parallel between auxin activity and the stimulation of calloid on coconut 
tissue in culture is further emphasised by the immature embryo results obtained in 
this experiment (Table 3.1.4) where the data for plumular tissue was closely 
comparable to that for immature embryos. As expected the calloid produced by the 
latter was slightly less than with plumules, but in most cases the differences were 
small. 
After eight weeks the results confirmed that mature embryos did not produce 
calloid following treatment with any of the ten alternative chemicals tested. 
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However, exposure to 3,4-D for 15 weeks finally led to some "good" calloid 
formation (Figure 3.1.1). 
Figure 3.1.1 Calloid initiated on a mature zygotic embryo cultured on medium 
with 4 X 10"^  M 3,4-D after 15 weeks. The cotyledon (CO) is 
shown; (x 11) 
3.2.2.3 Experiment 16 
Treatment of zygotic tissues with further PGR's 
To assess the effect of chemical treatments on plant tissues, the range of 
concentrations employed in tests should preferably extend until the highest is 
supraoptimal. In Experiment 16 this principle was followed and higher levels of 
eight chemicals were employed with immature embryos and plumular tissue. 
As it is unadvisable to screen chemicals in biological tests using a single 
concentration the range of concentrations tested was extended. The choice of 
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4 X 10"* M which is thought to be optimal with 2,4-D and picloram, appears to 
have been suitable as it differentiated between four "active" and six "inactive" 
chemicals for both of the potentially responsive tissues (Experiment 15). 
Immature zygotic embryos and plumules excised from mature zygotic embryos 
(cv. Malayan Dwarf) obtained from Mexico were cultured on medium as described 
previously in section 2.2.2.2 with the addition of various PGR's. lAA and IB A 
were incorporated at concentrations of 10^ M and 3 x 10"^  M as their effects on 
calloid induction were found in earlier experiments to be low. The other 
compounds, fluroxypyr acid (FPA), triclopyr acid (TPA), clopyralid (CLO), 
2,4,5-T, picloram (PIC) and 2,4-D were added at the concentrations of 6 x 10^ M 
and 10^ M. Each of the 20 replicate tubes contained one explant. The percentage 
production rate of calloid, shoot production and expansion after eight weeks of 
culture was recorded. 
Results 
This experiment was successful in demonstrating some particularly high calloid 
initiation rates for both immature embryos and plumules (Table 3.1.5). The most 
successful calloid production of 60% - 65% for immature embryos was shown with 
2,4,5-T (10^ M), picloram (6 x 10^ M) and 2,4-D (6 x 10"* M). Physiologically 
these are very high concentrations approaching herbicidal levels, and indicate a 
surprising tolerance even for a monocotyledonous plant despite the tissue culture 
media containing AC. The natural auxin lAA (3 x 10^ M) gave 10% of calloid 
with plumules and 15 % with immature zygotic embryos whilst IBA 
(10"^  M and 3 x 10 ^ M) only gave calloid at 5% with immature zygotic embryos. 
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Table 3.1.5 Percentage rate of calloid production, number of shoots, expansion 
and growth for plumules (PE) and immature zygotic embryos (IZE) incubated for 
eight weeks on gelled medium supplemented with PGR's (n=20). 
Calloid Shoot Expansion no growth 
PGR (M) 
PE IZE PE IZE PE IZE PE IZE 
10"' 0 0 90 100 10 0 0 0 
lAA 
3 xlO-3 10 15 75 65 10 0 5 20 
10"' 0 5 100 60 0 0 0 35 
IBA 
3 X 1 ^ : 0 5 65 40 0 0 35 55 
6 x i r ' 0 10 0 55 85 15 15 20 
FPA 
10"' 5 0 0 0 60 45 35 55 
6 X 10"' 5 5 20 20 75 45 0 30 
TPA 
10"' 0 0 0 25 30 0 70 75 
6 x u r ' 0 0 25 100 75 0 0 0 
CLO 
10"' 0 0 0 0 80 100 20 0 
6 X 10"" 60 15 20 80 0 5 20 0 
2,4,5-T 
10"' 0 60 0 0 100 35 0 5 
6 x i r * 85 60 0 0 15 40 0 0 
PIC 
10"' 60 50 0 0 40 50 0 0 
6 X 10"* 55 65 40 25 5 10 0 0 
2,4-D 
10"' 60 50 25 0 10 30 5 20 
Low calloid yields were recorded with the two pyridyloxyacetic acids (triclopyr 
and fluroxypyr) which did not parallel the good calloid production by the 
phenoxyacetics (2,4,5-T and 2,4-D). There was also a marked difference between 
the performance of the two picolinic acids (clopyralid and picloram) although the 
former lacks the -NH2 group which is present in picloram. 
The data for calloid initiation following the treatment of plumular tissue with 
high levels of regulators shown in Table 3.1.5 indicates much higher values than 
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any previously published. These include 85% for picloram at 6 x lO"' M, 60% for 
2,4,5-T at 6 X 10' M and 60% for 2,4-D at 10' M. 
The remaining results are in keeping with those already described for immature 
embryos in Table 3.1.5 and repeated the anomalies mentioned for some of the 
compounds possessing pyridyl ring structures. Clopyralid again showed no effect 
in calloid initiation and the pyridyloxyacetic acids (triclopyr and fluroxypyr) 
achieved 5% only. 
TPA frequently induced haustorial development which was accompanied by 
shoot production on both plumules (Figure 3.1.2) and immature zygotic embryos 
(Figure 3.1.3). Figures 3.1.4 to 3.1.9 show calloid formation on plumules and 
immature zygotic embryos exposed to various PGR's in Experiment 16. 
Figure 3.1.2 Haustorium (H) and shoot (SH) developing on a plumule exposed 
to medium with 6 x 10"^  TPA after 12 weeks; (x 3.5) 
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Figure 3.1.3 Haustorium (H) and shoot (SH) developing on an immature zygotic 
embryo exposed to medium with 6 x 10"* M TP A after 12 weeks; 
(x 4) 
Figure 3 .1.4 Calloid produced on a plumule exposed to medium with 6 x 10"* M 
picloram after 8 weeks; (x 6) 
Figure 3.1.5 Germinating immature zygotic embryo exposed to medium with 3 
X 10"^  M lAA showing shoot (SH) and roots after 10 weeks; (x 3.5) 
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Figure 3.1.6 Calloid produced on plumular tissue following exposure to medium 
with 10^ M 2,4-D after 8 weeks; (x 5) 
Figure 3.1.7 Early stages of calloid initiation on an immature zygotic embryo 
following exposure to medium with 10 ^ M 2,4,5-T after 8 weeks; 
(X 10) 
Figure 3.1.8 Early stages of calloid induction on an immature zygotic embryo 
following exposure to medium with 6 x 10" M FPA after eight 
weeks; (x 8) 
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Figure 3.1.9 Calloid (CA) and emerging shoot (SH) from an immature 
zygotic embryo following exposure to medium with 
6 X 10" M TP A after 8 weeks; (x 4) 
3.2.2.4 Experiment 17 
Assessment of the effect of 2.4-D and picloram at high concentrations on plumular 
tissue 
Further comparison between the stimulatory effects of 2,4-D and picloram 
were carried out in this experiment which was limited to plumular tissue. 
Plumules excised from mature zygotic embryos (cv. Laguna Tall) obtained 
from the Philippines were cultured on medium as described previously in Material 
and Methods with the addition of 2,4-D and picloram at concentrations of 
4 X 10^ M, 8 X 10"* M, 2 X 10 ^  M and 4 x 10"' M. Each of the 15 replicate tubes 
contained one explant. The percentage rates of calloid, shoot production and 
expansion after eight weeks of incubation were recorded. 
Results 
The comparison of 2,4-D and picloram freatments at similar concentration 
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levels (Table 3.1.6) did not reveal any significant differences in calloid production. 
Table 3.1.6 Percentage rate of calloid production, number of shoots and 
expansion for plumules incubated for eight weeks on gelled medium supplemented 
with 2,4-D or picloram (n=15). 
PGR (M) Calloid Shoot Expansion no growth 
4 X 10-4 53 33 13 0 
8 X 10-4 47 13 40 0 
2,4-D 2 X 10"' 33 0 0 67 
4 X 10-3 13 0 7 80 
4 X 10"" 67 0 33 0 
8 X 10-* 47 0 53 0 
Picloram j x IQ-' 53 0 47 0 
4 X 10-' 33 0 13 53 
As in Experiment 16 the auxin concentrations reached herbicidal levels which 
is probably the reason for the percentage of "no growth" (Table 3.1.6). In contrast 
to picloram, 2,4-D produced shoots on 8 x 10" M. The trend of a decrease in 
calloid production with increasing auxin concentration was observed but on 
4 X 10"^  M both auxins still produced a considerable percentage of calloid (picloram 
33% and 2,4-D 13%). Some calloid initiated on 4 x 10 ^  M 2,4-D and picloram is 
shown in Figures 3.2 to 3.2.1. 
Figure 3.2 Calloid initiated on a plumular explant cultured on medium with 4 
X 10^ M 2,4-D after 8 weeks; (x 6) 
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Figure 3.2.1 Somatic structures developing on an immature zygotic embryo 
following exposure to medium with 4 x 10^ M picloram after 8 
weeks; (x 4) 
Figure 3.2.2 Calloid produced on an immature zygotic embryo following 
exposure to medium with 4 x 10"^  M picloram after 8 weeks; (x 8) 
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3.2.3 Discussion 
This series of experiments provided a survey of the effects of different 
synthetic auxins on calloid production with tissue from zygotic embryos. It further 
reported the concentrations at which they were most effective and other effects 
which were observed. Unlike similar investigations with immature inflorescence 
tissue, the reliability with which the calloid was initiated allowed the meaningful 
use of statistical analysis. Some of the values for the calloid yields from similar 
treatments in different experiments did vary, but this variation was small and did 
not invalidate the overall results. 
The PGR 2,4,5-T yielded low rates of calloid production with plumules 
(Table 3) and immature zygotic embryos (Table 3.1.1). With no marked root or 
shoot growth in these experiments, a toxicity effect might be suspected. However, 
the fact that the test used a range of concentrations from 2 x lO"* M to 5 x 10"^  M 
does not support this, especially when compared with Table 3.1.5, where 6 x 10"^  
M 2,4,5-T induced a considerable number of shoots on immature zygotic embryos. 
Even on 10 ^ M 2,4,5-T 60% of cultured plumules produced calloid. 
Immature zygotic embryos and plumular tissue excised from mature zygotic 
embryos harvested from different types of coconut palms, from various 
geographical regions, all showed the potential to respond and produce much 
calloid. 
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THE USE OF ACTIVATED CHARCOAL IN CULTURE MEDIA 
4.1 Introduction 
Human beings exploit the adsorptive properties of charcoal in a diversity of 
biological systems including tissue culture. This diversity is mirrored in the number 
of different charcoals used for particular purposes (Hassler 1963). When charcoal 
is to be used in tissue culture media, in most cases activated charcoal (AC) is 
employed. Due to its adsorptive properties it modifies the composition of media 
in a manner which is not readily predicted. This modification can be inhibitory or 
beneficial to explants in vitro. 
The beneficial effects may be considered first. The adsorption of inhibitory 
compounds produced by the explants has been suspected and reported frequently 
(for a review see Misson et al. 1983). Fridborg et al. (1978) found that in cell 
suspensions of Daucus carota anJ Haplopappus gracilis differentiation occurred 
when AC was incorporated into the medium, but did not occur in its absence. 
Using Mass Spectrometry it was revealed that the non-AC medium contained 
phenylacetic acid, p-OH-benzoic acid, pelargonic acid and caprylic acid. 
Additionally the inhibitory effect of p-OH-benzoic acid on embryogenesis in 
Daucus carota cultures was revealed. This suggested that AC had adsorbed 
inhibitory exudates from the medium. 
Growth inhibitory compounds produced during the autoclaving process or 
already existing as impurities in the gelling agent may also be adsorbed by AC 
(Kohlenbach and Wernicke 1978). Not only dissolved solids but also gases were 
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shown to be adsorbed in in vitro cultures as was revealed with ethylene (Homer 
et al. 1977, Leonhardt and Kandeler 1987, Mensuali-Sodi et al. 1993). 
Growth inhibitory effects due to the adsorption of medium components by AC 
have been described for vitamins (Weatherhead et al. 1978) and PGR's including 
cytokinins (Constantin et al. 1977, Weatherhead et al. 1978) and auxins 
(Weatherhead et al. 1978, Johanson et al. 1982, Ebert and Taylor 1990, Ebert et 
al. 1993). The adsorption of PGR's might play an ambiguous role as on the one 
hand AC could act as a slow "PGR-release-compound" protecting the explant from 
toxic PGR concentrations, whilst on the other hand AC could have depleted the 
medium of PGR's and so prevented their intended effects. 
Which of the many properties reported for AC will operate under particular 
circumstances may be uncertain. While trial and error could remain the final 
assessment governing the use of AC for a considerable time yet, information which 
assists an understanding of PGR, nutrient and metabolite levels must be 
accumulated. 
The objective of this study was to investigate some of the more fundamental 
aspects in the same laboratory, under the same conditions. 
4.2 Material and Methods for charcoal experiments 
4.2.1 Charcoals 
Samples of a range of activated charcoals were obtained from the chemical 
store in addition to the Sigma materials currently in use for tissue culture in UAPS. 
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Some of the charcoal samples were old and no longer commercially available, but 
these were also included to gain information about the maximum possible variation 
which might be encountered in the adsorption of PGR's. The charcoals used 
included two samples from BDH (product number 33032) and others from Gurr, 
Hopkin & Williams (H&W), Sigma neutralised (SN) and Sigma acid-washed (SA). 
As the latter is much used for tissue culture in these laboratories, this charcoal was 
fully investigated. A sample was sieved to give a range of particle sizes from 
125 jwm to < 36 /xm for detailed experiments. 
Sieving was carried out with a series of 10 cm diameter sieves stacked together 
and agitated on a mechanical shaker for a period of 5 h. Only 100 g of charcoal 
could be graded at each operation. Care was taken to minimize atmospheric 
contamination. 
The distribution of the particle sizes for SA was (by weight): 
< 3 6 / i m = 3 1 % , 
3 6 / i m - 6 3 / x m = 3 5 % 
6 3 / x m - 1 2 5 j u m = 2 1 % 
4.2.2 Examination of charcoal samples by Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) 
Sieved and unsieved acid-washed charcoal samples (Sigma) were examined as 
follows. The samples were made to adhere to carbon adhesive discs (Agar 
Scientific, U.K.) which were mounted on aluminium pin stubs. After sputter 
coating with gold the specimens were examined in a Hitachi S430 Scanning 
Electron Microscope and recorded photographically. 
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4.2.3 Radioactive materials 
Samples of l-f"'C]-2',4'-D (14 ^Ci/^M, Amersham, U.K.), clopyralid (CLO; 
35.5 /iCi/juM) and fluroxypyr acid (FPA; 27.4 /xCi//xM) were used. The latter 
compounds were a gift from Dow Chemicals, U.K. Labelled 2,4-D was supplied 
as a standard solution in toluene, whereas fluroxypyr acid and clopyralid were 
solids which were dissolved in known volumes of acetone. The required amounts 
of solution were calculated to give comparable levels of radioactivity compensating 
for the different specific activities of the PGR's. The normal procedure was to 
pipette the calculated volume of toluene or acetone solution into a quickfit flask 
(B29 neck size). The solvent was removed at reduced pressure on a Biichi 
Rotavaporator. A small volume of alcohol was added to each flask before DDW 
was added. Flasks were rotated and warmed to aid solution of the chemical. 
Aliquots were counted at intervals until constant values were obtained. Aqueous 
solutions could be kept in sealed flasks at 3 C for a few days when necessary, 
without apparent change. 
4.2.4 Preparation of labelled media for Experiments 18, 19 and 20. 
From a stock solution of [ '^*C]-2,4-D in double distilled water 5 g of solution 
(equivalent to 1590 Kdpm) was added to 23.5 g of double strength medium 
(2 X 10" M 2,4-D, 8% sucrose and double strength MS). This medium was 
adjusted to pH 5.8. Aliquots of 0.5 ml were dispensed into Eppendorf tubes (57) 
each equivalent to 27.9 Kdpm (calculated). The experiment was begun by the 
addition of 0.5 ml of a 0.25% dispersion of AC in DDW. The tubes and contents 
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were briefly agitated to mix the solution and autoclaved unless otherwise stated. 
After 3 h the tubes were centrifuged for 10 min. at 10000 rpm. Aliquots of 
250 /il were sampled from the supernatants in tubes using a clean pipette tip for 
each. Before the addition of charcoal, "no AC-containing" tubes were prepared and 
250 ^1 samples counted. The mean count was 6.35 Kdpm, a value used in later 
calculation of percentages of adsorption. 
4.2.5 Preparation of labelled media for Experiments 21, 22 and 23 
90 fzl from the l-["'C]-2,4-D toluene solution, and 50 pil each from the labelled 
CLO and FPA acetone solutions were dissolved in 13 g DDW as described above. 
The mean counts were for 2,4-D 1900 Kdpm/ml, FPA 6410 Kdpm/ml and for 
CLO 2620 Kdpm/ml. As the concentration of FPA was unexpectedly high the 
solution was diluted with DDW x 3 to give comparable counts with the other 
auxins. After dilution the reading of FPA gave 2460 Kdpm/ml. From each of the 
prepared DDW + tracer solutions 6 g were taken and added to 54 g of double 
strength medium as described in section 4.2.4 with the exception that the auxin 
used was similar to the one included as radiolabeled compound. These solutions 
were adjusted to pH 5.8. From each of the three solutions 5 g aliquots were 
dispensed into glass tubes (75 x 25 mm) to which the 0.1%, 0.25% and 0.4% AC 
suspensions (each 5 g) were added. Unless otherwise stated the media were 
autoclaved and centrifuged for 10 min. at 10000 rpm. The no AC samples gave 
counts of 45 Kdpm/500 /il 2,4-D, 61.5 Kdpm/500 /il FPA and 68 Kdpm/500 fil 
CLO. These values were used for calculation of percentage of adsorption. 
The media for Experiment 22 were prepared by bulking the remaining 0.4% 
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AC solutions of the four replicate tubes (from Experiment 21) of each of the auxins 
together. These media then were centrifuged for 30 min. at 1000 rpm. Counts were 
taken from the supernatant which was discarded and replaced by the equal volume 
of DDW. After re-centrifugation of the solutions counts were taken and the 
supernatant discarded and again replaced by the equal volume of DDW. Counts 
taken were very low and gave 42.2 dpm/ml for FPA, 96 dpm/ml for CLO and 
12.0 dpm/ml for 2.4-D. Radioactivity losses caused by the washing procedures 
were subtracted from the total amount calculated earlier from the no AC samples 
in Experiment 21. This led to 61.4 Kdpm/500 ii\ FPA, 67.9 Kdpm/500/il CLO and 
44.9 Kdpm/500 fil 2.4-D. These values were adopted to determine the amount of 
radioactivity adsorbed on the charcoal. 
For Experiment 23 radioactive FPA solution with DDW only was prepared 
(no sucrose or MS). The remaining procedure was as for Experiment 21. When the 
final supernatant was removed from each Eppendorf tube, it was replaced with 
solutions of various organic acids adjusted to pH 4. These acids are detailed in 
section 4.3.6. As some of the 10^ M solutions of the organic acids could not be 
adjusted to pH 4 without causing cloudiness, ethanol was added to each to make 
a final concentration of 10% v/v. Equivalent aqueous (10% v/v) alcohol blanks 
were used as controls. Samples of 250 ^1 were taken and after subtraction of the 
radioactivity lost by the washing stages a count of 28 Kdpm remained. This was 
the value for the radioactivity adsorbed on the charcoal samples. 
4.2.6 Equipment for counting procedures 
Aliquots (10 ml) of scintillation liquid (EcoLite, U.K.) were dispensed into 
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high performance plastic scintillation vials, to which the radioactive sample was 
added with a micro-pipette. After gentle shaking of the vial, the samples were 
counted initially for 1 min. followed by a 10 min. count overnight. 
4.3 Experiments and results 
4.3.1 Experiment 18 
Comparison of various charcoals for their adsorption characteristics using 2.4-D 
Labelled media were prepared as described in section 2.2.2.2. The PGR used 
in this experiment was l-["'C]-2,4-D. Charcoal samples from BDH (BDHl and 
BDH2), Gurr, H&W, SN and SA were each incorporated at a rate of 2.5 gV. 
Three replicate tubes per treatment were used and the media were autoclaved. 
Readings were taken three hours after preparation of the media and the addition of 
the AC. 
Figure 4 illustrates that AC provided by Gurr adsorbed the lowest amount of 
2,4-D compared with the other AC's. Although the two BDH samples had the 
same product number (33032) they showed a differing behaviour. SA and SN 
revealed variation in their adsorption patterns. However, H&W and SA appeared 
to behave similarly as did BDH2 and SN. 
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Figure 4 Adsorption of 2,4-D from liquid medium by AC-samples from 
Gurr, Hopkins & Williams (H&W), BDH sample 1 (BDHl), BDH 
sample 2 (BDH2), Sigma neutralised (SN) and Sigma acid-washed 
(SA). The radioactivity of the media was assessed after 3 hours and 
expressed as a percentage of that in the no-AC controls (bars 
indicate SD > 0.2; n=3). 
4.3.2 Experiment 19 
The effect of certain media constituents on the adsorption of 2.4-D by AC (Sigma, 
acid-washed^ 
["*C]-2,4-D labelled media containing either MS-powder (M), MS-powder + 
sucrose (M + S), DDW + sucrose (+S) or pure DDW (-S) were prepared. One 
set of these solutions was autoclaved, the other not. The solutions contained 2.5 
gl^ SA, and three replicate tubes of each treatment were used. The control reading 
before autoclaving was similar to that in the previous experiment. Samples were 
taken three hours after media preparation. Results are presented in Figures 4.1 A 
and B. 
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Percentage of 2,4-D not adsorbed by AC 
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Compound added to the medium 
B Percentage of 2,4-D not adsorbed by AC 
+S +M +M+S 
Compound added to the medium 
Figures 4.1 A and B Adsorption of 2,4-D by acid-washed AC from liquid 
medium supplemented with (+S) and without sucrose 
(-S), with full strength MS-medium (+M) and with 
MS-medium with sucrose (-I-M-I-S), with (A) and 
without (B) autoclaving. The radioactivity of the 
media was recorded after 3 hours and is expressed as 
a percentage of that in the no-AC controls (bars 
indicate SD > 0.2; n=3) 
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Figure 4.1 A shows that the autoclaving process produced very different effects 
with the various solutions compared with the non-autoclaved results which were 
extremely uniform (Figure 4.1 B). Incorporation of MS-medium decreased the 
adsorption of 2,4-D irrespective of the presence or absence of sucrose. The 
autoclaving procedure decreased the 2,4-D adsorption by nearly twofold. Addition 
or absence of sucrose in both DDW and MS-medium, did not produce marked 
differences. 
4.3.3 Experiment 20 
Adsorption of ['''Cl-2'.4'-D by various particle sizes of AC fSigma. acid-washed). 
SA was sieved into various particle sizes < 36 /xm, 36 /^ m - 63pim and 
63 /xm - 125 fim. These AC-samples with an unsieved sample (Mix) were 
incorporated into labelled media as previously described at a rate of 2.5 gl '. Three 
replicate tubes of each treatment were prepared. The control readings taken before 
autoclaving gave 6.35 Kdpm/250 jwl as the initial radioactivity in each treatment 
tube. Readings for the activity remaining after adsorption by the charcoal were 
taken after three hours. 
To obtain information about the efficiency of sieving, some detailed high 
magnification photographs were taken of each of the samples of SA (Figures 4.1.1 
to 4.1.5). Full information concerning these SEM's are included in the captions. 
Figure 4.1.6 shows detail of a contaminant, possibly a piece of residual wood. 
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Figure 4.1.1 Electron micrograph of sieved acid-washed charcoal (Sigma), 
< 36 ^m; bar = 500 ^ 
Figure 4.1.2 Electron micrograph of sieved acid-washed charcoal (Sigma), 
63 to 125 ^m; bar = 500 /x 
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Figure 4.1.3 Electron micrograph of unsieved acid-washed charcoal (Sigma); 
bar = 500 fi 
Figure 4.1.4 Electron micrograph of the large particle in the left hand bottom 
comer of Figure 4.1.3 at higher magnification; bar = 50 fi 
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Figure 4.1.5 Electron micrograph of the surface of the particle shown on 
Figure 4.1.4 at higher magnification; bar = 5 ix 
Figure 4.1.6 Electron micrograph of a contaminant, possibly residual wood, 
found in unsieved sample; bar = 500 ^ 
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Figure 4.1.7 demonstrates that the particles larger than 63 i^ m adsorbed around 
75% of the labelled 2,4-D, whereas the AC mixture (Mix) and particles smaller 
than 63/Ltm adsorbed more than 98.5% over this time period. 
Percentage of 2,4-D not adsorbed by AC 
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Figure 4.1.7 Adsorption of 2,4-D by various particle sizes of acid-washed AC 
from liquid medium after 3 hours. The radioactivity of the media 
was expressed as a percentage of that in the no-AC controls (bars 
indicate SD > 0.2; n=3). 
4.3.4 Experiment 21 
Adsorption of 2.4-D. FPA and CLQ from media containing AC at various levels 
Comparable levels of labelled FPA, CLO and 2,4-D were each added to MS-
medium as described in section 4.2.5, containing either 1 gl \ 2.5 gl ' or 4 gl ' 
acid-washed AC dispersions (particle size 36 /xm to 63 fjtm). 
Thirty hours after mixing the medium with the AC dispersion, the glass tubes 
were shaken gently to resuspend the charcoal and 1 ml aliquots were pipetted to 
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Eppendorf tubes (1 ml). After centrifugation, 250 fil aliquots were sampled for 
counting. 
Figure 4.1.8 reveals that the percentage of adsorbed PGR in the FPA and 2,4-
D treatments does not show a marked increase with increasing AC concentration, 
whereas with increasing AC concentration CLO showed much greater adsorption. 
CLO 
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Figure 4.1.8 Adsorption of Fluroxypyr acid (FPA), 2,4-D and Clopyralid 
(CIO) by AC from liquid medium after 30 hours. The 
radioactivity of the media was expressed as a percentage of 
that in the no-AC controls (bars indicate SD > 0.2; n=4). 
2,4-D 
FPA X 3 : - X 
4.3.5 Experiment 22 
The possible desorption of PGR from AC resulting from a change of pH 
The labelled solutions containing 4 gl ' AC which had been used in 
Experiment 21 were employed as a source of radioactive AC for Experiment 22. 
After 72 hours these solutions were transferred with their charcoal to centrifuge 
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tubes and treated as described in section 4.2.5. The tubes containing DDW and 
"labelled AC" were gently agitated to resuspend the AC. Subsequently 1ml aliquots 
were pipetted into Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged for 10 min. at 10000 rpm. The 
supernatant was pipetted from the AC pellets and replaced with 1 ml of one of 
three commercial (BDH) buffer solutions at pH 4.0, pH 7.0 or pH 9.2. The tubes 
were shaken and 30 min. later re-centrifuged (10000 rpm for 10 min). Samples of 
the supernatant (250 /xl) were counted. Each treatment consisted of 4 replicate 
tubes. By comparing the radioactivity in these samples with that originally known 
to have been adsorbed onto the AC, it was possible to assess the percentage 
desorption which had occurred with each buffer treatment. 
Figure 4.1.9 shows that with decreasing pH the amount of released PGR 
increased in all treatments. Desorption with CLO was 25% at pH 4, whereas 
percentage rates for 2,4-D (4.7%) and FPA (3.6%) were much lower. 
As the buffer solution pH 4.0 produced the highest rates of desorption, an 
experiment was carried out using pH 3.8 obtained by the addition of 0.001 N 
acetic acid. Five replicate Eppendorf tubes with CLO-containing medium were 
prepared following the procedure described above (CLO gave the highest rates of 
desorption in the previous experiment). The readings gave a desorption of only 
0.01% CLO. Any possible effect of the acid on the performance of the scintillant 
was obviated. It appeared that lowering the pH with acetic acid was not effective 
with CLO. Enquiries to the supplier of the buffer tablets revealed that potassium 
hydrogen phthalate (PP) was the major constituent in the buffer tablets. 
In a following experiment PP and phthalic acid solutions (P) were used to elute 
l-f"'C]-2,4-D, FPA and CLO from AC-solutions. The release rates were close to 
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those found with the buffer tablets. No significant differences were found between 
the release rates of PP and P (data not presented). 
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Figure 4.1.9 Desorption of fluroxypyr acid (FPA), 2,4-D and clopyralid (CLO) 
by buffer solutions pH 4.0, 7.0 and 9.2 from activated charcoal. 
The radioactivity was expressed as a percentage of that calculated 
to have been previously adsorbed on the charcoal (bars indicate SD 
> 0.2; n=4). 
2,4-D 
4.3.6 Experiment 23 
The desorption of PGR's from AC using organic acids 
Table 4 reports the results of Experiment 23 in which solutions of a number 
of organic acids were screened over a wide range of concentrations for their ability 
to release a radioactive synthetic auxin (FPA) from AC. The chemicals were 
mainly carboxylic acids and phenols some of which presented solubility problems 
1 6 2 
at the highest concentration (10^ M) necessitating the addition of ethanol. Alcohol 
was therefore added to all solutions whether or not it was required and an alcohol 
blank (10% ethanol) used. 
Table 4 Release of ["^C]-fluroxypyr acid from activated charcoal by solutions of 
organic acids and phenols (n=3). 
Organic compound 
10-: 1 0 " H 10-" H 
release (%) release [I) release (1) 
benzoic acid 3,7 + 0 J 6 1,3 i 0,21 0.23 + 0.1 
p-hydroxybenzoic acid 4.3 t 0.43 1.3 i 0.006 0.23 t 0.01 
2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 14.9 i 0.4 6,4 + 1.0 1,4 + 0.4 
catechol 7.3 i 1,4 1,3 + 0.18 0.1 + 0.03 
phenol 0.3 i 0.07 0.24 i 0.1 0.13 t 0.07 
2,4-dichiorophenol 2 1 5 + 2.9 0.4 + 107 0,15 + 0.07 
t-cinnaiic acid 16.7 i 2.5 10,7 i 0,7 0,2 + 0.07 
caffeic acid 32.4 i 5.7 19 + 0.7 0.2 i 0,01 
ferulic acid 38.7 + 9.2 22.3 t 2.5 0.53 i 0,04 
p-couuaric acid 22.1 ± 0.68 7.7 i 1.3 0.25 + 0,14 
potassiui hydrogen 
phthalate 
3,8 + 0.25 0.9 i 0.14 0.14 i 0,014 
phthalic acid 3.0 + 0.54 1,0 i 0.14 0.24 i 0,05 
phenylalanine 0.65 i 0.025 0.18 i 0.04 0.08 i 0.007 
citric acid 0.3 i 0.08 0,3 i 0.03 no data no data 
aqueous ethanol (10%) 0.25 t 0.07 1 
The diversity of the chemicals tested is reflected in the varied results obtained, 
but potassium hydrogen phthalate, which prompted the experiment was amongst 
the effectives. As a group, the performance of the cinnamic acids was outstanding. 
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All of those included, t-cinnamic, caffeic, ferulic, p-coumaric (Table 4) and 
sinapinic (data not presented) gave some of the highest levels of desorption at the 
10"^  M concentration but also gave considerable releases of FPA at the lower 
concentrations of 10'^  M. Ferulic acid appeared to be the most effective 
(38% at 10 ^  M, 22% at 10 ^ M) but it was noted that the SD values were also 
higher with this data. The dichlorophenol promoted the elution of label but not in 
dilute solution. Citric acid and phenylalanine were notable with values similar to 
the low ethanol blank (0.25%). 
4.4 Discussion 
Activated charcoal is currently an essential component of media for the 
production of calloid from coconut explants. Control of levels of auxins and 
cytokinin during culture is important and therefore it is valuable to understand the 
action of compounds which may affects these levels. As AC has a major effect on 
the availability of media components, a survey of different behaviours of various 
samples of this material was undertaken. 
Earlier studies carried out with the synthetic auxin 2,4-D indicated that AC 
removed a high percentage of PGR and that this occurred increasingly with time, 
even when the medium had been autoclaved (Ebert and Taylor 1990, Ebert et al. 
1993). It was considered that these earlier findings were possibly a product of two 
effects, namely adsorption on to the AC and additionally sedimentation of the AC. 
If adsorption was to be assessed correctly the sedimentation component required 
to be eliminated, and this was readily achieved in the experiments described here. 
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This improvement on the earlier technique made it possible to compare a series 
of AC samples in Experiment 18 and different particle sizes from the sample in 
Experiment 20. In Experiment 19 the inclusion of sucrose (4%) might also be 
expected to change the physical properties of the media, reducing the rate of AC 
sedimentation. While the significance of these changes is not established, the 
removal of possible errors by the inclusion of a centrifugation stage was advisable. 
It is difficult when considering the results of Figure 4 to assess the merits of 
the different AC's, because it is not known what is required. Perhaps the best 
criterion is to favour the acid-washed Sigma (SA) and the Hopkins and Williams 
(H&W) because of their efficiency at 2.5 gl ' which suggests that either might be 
used at a lower rate while maintaining a high level of adsorption. The marked 
differences between two samples from the same BDH product suggested that there 
might be advantages in working with the same "batch" of charcoal and storing it 
carefully in sealed containers. 
The formulation of media to include different levels of inorganic salts and 
sucrose is an important factor in establishing a tissue culture protocol. If any of 
these affected the behaviour of AC in adsorbing synthetic auxins the system would 
immediately become more complex. The results shown in Figure 4.1 A and B for 
adsorption recorded after 3 h indicated that this may have been the case when 
media were autoclaved. 
Without autoclaving, the inclusion of sugar and the constituents of MS-medium 
had remarkably little effect on the amount of 2,4-D remaining free in the medium 
(approx. 1.5%). After autoclaving the level of 2,4-D in the liquid medium 
depended upon the presence or absence of the MS-constituents, but not the sugar 
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level. While the latter increased adsorption slightly, the former inhibited adsorption 
markedly and the MS-treatments gave values of about 3% compared with 1.5% of 
free AC. The finding that sucrose was not adsorbed by AC had been shown by 
Weatherhead et al. (1978), who revealed that the sucrose dehydration product 
5-hydromethyIfurfural was adsorbed. Furthermore Druart and De Wulf (1993) 
found that AC catalyses sucrose hydrolysis during autoclaving. Such changes could 
affect significantly the performance of the medium, especially if the availability of 
inorganic ions was reduced correspondingly. 
Experiment 20 which investigated the performance of AC of different particle 
sizes yielded the predicted result that, weight for weight, the fine particle sizes 
were much more effective. This result would be expected as with decreasing 
particle size the relative particle surface increases. The magnitude of the differences 
assessed after 3 h was surprising with the performance of the large particles falling 
off so markedly (ten fold) that their inclusion in samples used in media could 
increase the levels of available auxin significantiy. It is not impossible that samples 
of AC stored in botties could partially separate with the larger ones rising to the 
surface. To standardise the preparation of media containing AC, it is advisable to 
sieve the latter to obtain a 36[xm - 63ju.m fraction. 
In determining the amount of AC which should be employed in medium it is 
necessary to establish the adsorption curve for a range of levels. If the slope of 
such a curve is steep then small changes or errors in the AC content are likely to 
result in marked differences of PGR concentrations. Figure 4.1.8 shows that all 
three levels of AC (1, 2.5 and 4 gl^) were equally capable of achieving a low 
equilibrium concentration of either 2,4-D or FPA. This was not the case with 
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CLO, whose behaviour was different. This dichloropicolinic acid appeared to be 
particularly poorly adsorbed by 1 gl ' AC in the medium. While 2.5 and 4 gl^ 
levels conformed more closely to those for 2,4-D, the data with this regulator can 
not be explained and would require further investigation were it to become of 
importance in the tissue culture context. 
From this data it can be assumed that in the absence of tissue 1 gl"' AC would 
be an adequate AC content for liquid media with 2,4-D or FPA at 10" M 
concentration. The addition of tissue into the system with the possibility of 
exudates which may compete for adsorption sites or cause pH changes could 
suggest that a retention of the present 2.5 gl' AC is advisable. 
The results presented here indicated that the distribution of 2,4-D (or FPA) 
between the "available" form, in solution, and the "unavailable" form, adsorbed 
on AC, was about 1 : 100. Only a small change in favour of the available form 
would be required to produce major physiological changes to tissue in culture. 
Likewise if there was no release from the AC, the concentration of PGR available 
to the explant could soon be depleted. The level of AC used in the medium may 
well establish stability of this balance. Such consideration made it necessary to gain 
information about the factors which might have brought about desorption of the 
regulators, and which regulators are most readily desorbed. In Experiment 22 the 
possibility that pH change could bring about desorption was tested. To ensure that 
pH levels were accurate and well buffered, proprietary buffer tablets (BDH) were 
used in a preliminary experiment. AC to which 2,4-D, FPA and CLO had been 
adsorbed and which had ceased to "leak" label on washing with DDW were shaken 
with the buffers. Figure 4.1.9 shows that at pH 4 both 2,4-D and FPA were 
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released. Although the levels did not appear high, in the context of physiological 
growth responses they were very significant. The CLO data indicated a similar but 
much larger effect and strengthens the earlier comment (Figure 4.1.8) that this 
regulator was weakly adsorbed. Thus the desorption result may gain importance 
when the adsorption findings are better understood. 
Confirmation that the lowered pH was responsible for the release of CLO from 
the AC was sought in an experiment in which acetic acid was substituted for the 
BDH buffer. However, this organic acid treatment was ineffective and it must be 
assumed that while a low pH may be necessary some other requirement which was 
satisfied by potassium hydrogen phthalate, was also involved. 
A further small experiment was carried out to investigate the release of the 
three radioactive auxins by solutions of a pure sample of the salt 
potassium hydrogen phthalate and its free acid phthalic acid. This not only 
confirmed the earlier result and indicated that phthalic acid could be substituted for 
the buffer tablet material, but also suggested further areas of investigations. Which 
organic acids have this effect and are any more effective than phthalic acid? 
In Experiment 23 a preliminary survey of other chemicals was carried out. As 
the observation with phthalic acid was not made in pursuance of a well defined 
hypothesis the important follow-up experiment was necessarily broad in its 
approach. Consequently the chemicals chosen for testing were those which were 
thought to be probable constituents of coconut tissue or natural products which the 
tissue might exude in culture. Were these to be effective for releasing adsorbed 
material from AC the significance in relation to the present study would be much 
greater. 
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Evidence was given that, as a group, the cinnamic acids were most effective 
and further that hydroxylation increased the release from AC irrespective of 
whether the parent compound was benzoic acid, coumaric acid or phenol: 
benzoic acid (3.7%)<p-hydroxybenzoic acid (4.3%)< 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic 
acid (14.9%) 
t-cinnamic acid (16.7%) < p-coumaric acid (22.1%)< caffeic acid (32.4%) < 
ferulic acid (38.7%) 
phenol (0.3%) < catechol (7.3%) 
The high value for 2,4-dichlorophenol (25.6% at 10^ M) indicated that a 
carboxylic acid group is not essential, but the presence of the acidic character of 
the hydroxyl group may be important. This result is, however, rather different to 
some of those with the cinnamic acids in that it was not sustained at lower 
concentrations (0.4% and 0.15% at 10^ M and 10^ M respectively). While a 
dichlorophenol cannot be considered a possible naturally occurring constituent, 
compounds of this type may well occur as metabolites of the synthetic auxins 
(Taylor 1969). The question arises as to whether metabolised 2,4-D might give rise 
to compounds capable of releasing 2,4-D adsorbed on AC. It may be assumed that 
AC is essential to the culture of coconut explants for removal of unwanted 
substances in the culture medium. A role for the large amounts of synthetic auxin 
immobilised through its adsorption on this AC has not been forthcoming. A 
combined effect of the removal of unwanted metabolites linked with the release of 
adsorbed 2,4-D seems a logical explanation. Until more investigations have been 
carried out this remains speculation. Such research will not be difficult because the 
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system does not involve tissue and therefore the complications associated with 
metabolite formation, contamination and tissue variability will not be encountered. 
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5 IMMUNOBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE REGENERATION 
POTENTIAL OF DIFFERENT COCONUT EXPLANT TYPES 
This study was carried out during a visit to the Department of Molecular 
Genetics at Hannover University, Germany, using antibodies developed by 
Professor Jacobsen and his co-workers, whose help is gratefully acknowledged. 
5.1 Introduction 
Coconut is a recalcitrant species in vitro and much time and money have been 
devoted in order to establish a regeneration system. Most of the research carried 
out to date was done by trial and error experiments for optimising the requirements 
of tissues during dedifferentiation and the subsequent reorganisation leading to 
clonal plantlets. The evaluation of the embryogenic potential of explant tissues is 
not yet possible and the embryogenic capacity of structures developed after 
exposure to PGR's and other compounds used in tissue culture media can only be 
assessed visually. A more precise technique is needed to identify the processes 
occurring after the exposure of explants to PGR's which may induce somatic 
embryogenesis or organogenesis. The investigation here was directed towards 
screening for a marker of an early stage of embryogenesis in coconut. 
Research with other species had shown that proteins which are expressed 
during the different stages leading to embryogenesis and growth of the somatic 
embryo can be identified and used as markers. One such protein is the 50 kDa 
early embryogenic protein (EEP) of pea (Pisum sativum L.). A hybridoma line 
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producing the monoclonal antibody 7C5 has been identified and isolated by Prof. 
H.J. Jacobsen and his team. This antibody (7C5) specifically recognises the EEP. 
It has been detected in zygotic and somatic embryos and in callus obtained from 
several plant species. These included the monocotyledons wheat {Triticum 
aestivum), rye (Secale cereale), oat {Avena sativa), barley {Hordeum vulgare) and 
maize (Zea mays) (Altherr et al. 1993). 
This EEP was initially purified from pea and found expressed in the apex of 
shoots and in roots, but only weakly in nodes. It was absent in other parts of the 
plant. The concentration of the EEP decreased with the ageing of seedlings. It was 
shown that the production of this protein could be increased by the exposure of 
protoplasts to either picloram or 2,4-D and by a heat shock (Altherr et al., 1993). 
The 50 kDa protein was not detectable in fast dividing, non-embryogenic soybean 
{Glycine max.) suspension cells. These findings indicated that the occurrence of the 
EEP might well be correlated with the embryogenic potential of tissues. The 
embryogenic potential itself is associated with the degree of differentiation of 
tissue, which establishes its physiological age (Toivonen and Kartha 1988, Sanchez 
de Jiminez et al. 1988). 
The EEP has been shown to be localised in the nucleus. The 50 kDa EEP has 
an acidic pi of 5.9 + 0.1 which indicates that it is a non-histone protein. It does 
not belong to the actin or tubulin families and does not represent a known storage 
protein (Stim and Jacobsen 1990). The hypothesis that the EEP might be involved 
in embryo-specific gene regulation has been expressed by Altherr et al. (1993) 
because of its low abundant non histone character. 
Because 7C5 had previously been used to detect cross-reacting protein in basal 
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leaf regions of monocotyledons it was decided to screen various coconut tissues for 
expression of the EEP. The tissues chosen included mature and juvenile tissues, as 
well as calloid derived from such tissues, at various stages of development. 
Identification of the calloid as being embryogenic or having somatic embryos was 
assessed visually. 
5.2 Material and Methods 
5.2.1 Immunoscreening of soluble protein extracts 
5.2.1.1 Plant material and protein extraction 
Zygotic embryos and their components, immature inflorescences and calloid 
were homogenised in freshly prepared extraction-buffer (1:2 w/v 1(X) mM Tris-
HCL at pH=7.8, 1.25% (w/v) Polyclar AT, 4 mM DIECA, 10 /xM Bacitracin and 
1 fiM Leupeptin). The homogenates were transferred into Eppendorf tubes and 
centrifuged at 50000 g at 4°C for 30 min. One part of supernatant was mixed with 
2 parts of sample-buffer (according to Laemmli 1970) and kept either on ice or 
frozen at -20 C to minimise protease activity. The protein content was determined 
by the ESEN-test (Esen 1978). 
5.2.1.2 SDS-Polyacrylamide-Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
The anionic detergent sodium-dodecyl-sulfate (SDS) dissociates oligomeric 
proteins into sub-units. The hydrocarbon chains of SDS are in tight hydrophobic 
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association and the charged sulfate groups of the detergent are exposed to the 
aqueous medium. Hereby the protein-ion charges are overruled by the strong 
negative charge of SDS. Such complexes contain a constant ratio of SDS to protein 
(about 1.5:1 by weight). Therefore when a SDS-treated single chain protein is 
subjected to electrophoresis in a gel containing SDS, its rate of migration is 
determined primarily by the length of the polypeptide (Weber and Osborne 1969). 
5.2.1.3 Gel preparation 
The discontinuous SDS-gels with 10 - 15% polyacrylamide gradient (Murray 
and Key 1978) in the sepaiating gel, and 5% in the stacking gel, were prepared as 
mini-gels (8 x 10 cm, Biometra) using a gradient former. The composition of the 
gels is given below: 
Separating gel 
10% 15% 
DDW 850 ^1 — 
AA / Bis (30% / 0.8%) 845 fil 1250 jul 
Tris-HCl, pH=8.8 635 fi\ 635 fil 
SDS 10% 25 ixl 25 fi\ 
Sucrose (33%) 148 fi\ 592 III 
TEMED 5 fil 5 fil 
APS 10% 6 fil 6 fil 
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Stacking gel 
DDW 1135 /xl 
AA / Bis (30% / 0.8%) 340 /xl 
Tris-HCl, pH=6.8 505 fil 
SDS 10% 20 (il 
TEMED 4 fil 
APS 10% 20 nl 
The separating gel was overlaid with 500 fi\ of water-saturated butanol and 
allowed to polymerise. After polymerisation the butanol was washed off with 
DDW. A comb (12 or 13-tooth) was introduced into the stacking gel which was 
allowed to set. The running-buffer consisted of Tris (0.05 M), glycine (0.04 M) 
and SDS (0.1%) resulting in pH 8.3. 
The gel was pre-run at 10 mA (constant current) for 15 min. to remove any 
unpolymerised or charged compounds. The varying amounts of protein, calculated 
according to the ESEN-test, 8 /xl pea apex protein as a positive control and 5 
of a low molecular weight marker for the size comparison of the fractions (Sigma, 
SDS-70), were loaded. The samples were run into the stacking gel at 24 mA for 
20 min. and fractionated at 30 mA for 1 h through the separating gel. 
5.2.1.4 Semi-dry Western Blot to nitrocellulose 
The protein pattern in the separating gel was transferred onto a nitrocellulose 
sheet (0.2 /xm Schleicher & Schiill, Dassel, Germany) using a Semi-dry-Westem-
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Blotter (Trans-Blot SD, BioRad; power-supply by Model 200/2.0, BioRad). The 
blotting sandwich was arranged as follows: 
- 3 layers of Whatman filter paper (7 x 10 cm) 
- 1 layer of nitrocellulose(6.5 x 9 cm) 
- Separation gel 
- 1 layer of Whatman filter paper (no air bubbles) 
- 3 layers of Whatman filter paper 
All sandwich-layers were soaked in Towbin-Buffer (Towbin et al. 1978). The 
electro-transfer of the proteins was done at 5.5 mA/cm^ of nitrocellulose for 
30 - 45 min at room-temperature. The gel was then stained with Coomassie Blue, 
to confirm completion and efficiency of the electro-transfer. The nitrocellulose 
sheet was stained with Ponceau solution (0.2% in 3% TCA for 10 min.) and 
subsequently destained in DDW. After marking the lanes, the nitrocellulose sheet 
was blocked for 1 h at room-temperature in a NC-blocking solution containing 1 % 
BSA and 1% lamb serum (Gibco, 035-06070) in PBS, pH 7.4, to saturate free 
protein binding sites. 
5.2.1.5 Immunostain with monoclonal antibody 7C5 
The saturated nitrocellulose sheet was incubated with MAB 7C5 hybridoma 
(culture supernatant 1:1000) diluted in EPBS, 0.05% Tween 20 and 5% lamb 
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serum for 2 h at room-temperature with gentle shaking. The membrane was then 
washed for 10 min. in 10 mM PBS (pH=7.4) supplemented with 0.05% Tween, 
0.1% BSA and 1% lamb serum, followed by incubation with rabbit-anti-mouse 
(Sigma, M 9637) 1:8000 in the same diluent as described before. This incubation 
also took place for 2 h at room temperature with gentle shaking followed by a 
wash as described above. The filter was then incubated for 2 h at room temperature 
in goat-anti-rabbit antibodies (1:1000) coupled to alkaline phosphatase 
(Sigma, A 7778), followed by a wash as previously described. The membrane was 
then incubated for 5 min. in substrate-buffer containing 0.2 M Tris at pH=8.0 and 
0.2 mM CaCl;, and the antibody reactions were visualised by adding freshly 
prepared substrates of Naphthol ASMxP (Fluka, 70476) 0.04% in water, and Fast 
Red TR (Sigma, F 0505) 0.6% in substrate-buffer. The immunochemical signals 
appeared after 10-15 min. and were stopped by placing the membrane into DDW. 
5.3 Experiments and Results 
The total soluble protein was extracted from different tissues including controls 
as described in section 5.2.1.1. Two SDS-gels were prepared each containing 
eleven samples. A further pair of gels loaded with samples of the same exfracts 
was run to give confirmation of data. 
The results of the separation of soluble proteins from immature inflorescences 
and zygotic embryos by SDS-PAGE are shown in Figure 5. Twenty-five to 30 
discrete bands could be detected. These showed a high integrity and with only littie 
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degradation due to proteolytic activity. Differing intensities of the bands were 
observed, but the patterns of the bands were almost identical. Allowing for small 
discrepancies the coconut proteins (lanes 2 to 10) were markedly similar, and, at 
this level of detection, no major change of polypeptides between the tissues was 
apparent. As expected, a different protein pattern was observed for the pea extract 
(control, lane 11). By comparison with the low molecular weight protein markers 
(lane 1), the approximate sizes of the predominant protein bands in the coconut 
extracts were 24 kDa, 45 kDa, and of an intermediate size between 36 and 45 kDa. 
The polypeptides were transferred to nitro cellulose sheets and hybridised with 
the monoclonal antibody 7C5. An intense cross-reactivity was observed in the lane 
with the pea protein. This was consistent with the expected cross-reactivity to the 
50 kDa EEP and served as a positive control. In the coconut samples, 
3 polypeptides, shown in Figures 5.1 A and B were recognized. Bands of the sizes 
of 50 kDa and 40 kDa (approx.) were present in all of the coconut samples, while 
the smallest polypeptide 24 kDa (approx.) showed a cross-reactivity only in the 
lanes 7 to 10, which correspond to extracts of tissue containing the plumule. 
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Figure 5 Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE of total proteins from immature 
inflorescence and zygotic embryo tissue. The amount of protein per 
lane is given in parentheses; 1. LMW-marker (5^1), 2. Base of 
immature inflorescence -12 (5/xl), 3. Entire immature inflorescence -
9 (5jiil), 4. Entire immature inflorescence -15 including inner spathe 
(5/xl), 5. Haustorium of mature zygotic embryo (IfA), 6. Mature 
zygotic embryo without haustorium (12/1.1), 7. Plumules excised 
from mature zygotic embryos (10/tl), 8. Immature zygotic embryo 
(lO/il), 9. Immature zygotic embryo (12/il), 10. Mature zygotic 
embryo (12/xl) and 11. 6-day-old pea apex (S/itl). 
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Figures 5.1 A and B Photograph of the nitrocellulose sheet (A) and the 
schematic diagram of the immunochemical detection 
of EEP in the tissues described in Figure 5 (B), 
using the monoclonal antibody 7C5 (Altherr et al. 
1993). 
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In addition to the 50 kDa reference-band, the pea protein also showed cross-
reactivities to other bands at approximately 40 kDa and 28 kDa (Figures 5.1.2 A 
and B). All the coconut samples showed cross-reactivity. The 40 and 50 kDa bands 
were similar in mobility to the pea bands. However the staining was less intense 
with the coconut protein. A third band of approx. 24 kDa was present in lanes 7-
10, but distinctively smaller than the pea band. The coconut proteins examined on 
this first gel were all extracted from tissues before incubation with auxin. A similar 
experiment was conducted with extracts of coconut tissues after exposure to 2,4-D 
(Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 A and B). The SDS-PAGE carried out with protein 
extracted from calloid and somatic embryos initiated on immature inflorescence 
explants, immature zygotic embryos and plumules is shown in Figure 5.1.1. These 
bandings were similar to those shown in Figure 5 The exceptions were a 32 and 
26 kDa (approx) band in lane 4. This lane contained protein from 12 month-old 
calloid from immature inflorescence. 
The subsequent transfer to nitro-cellulose and hybridisation with the antibody 
showed that the antibody recognised similar polypeptides as in Figures 5.1 A and 
B, and that the cross-reactivity with the pea 50 kDa protein was intense. In the 
coconut samples cross-reacting 50 kDa and 40 kDa polypeptides were present in 
all lanes except in lane 9. In lane 5 the antibody recognized a polypeptide of the 
size of 22 kDa (approx.), and in the lanes 2, 3 and 4 hybridisation occurred with 
protein of the size of 24 kDa (approx.), which might be similar to the ones in lanes 
7 to 10 on Fig. 5.1.2 A and B. In lane 3, two polypeptides above 50 kDa were 
detected. 
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Figure 5.1.1 Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE of total proteins from calloid 
initiated on inflorescence and plumular explants. The amount of 
protein per lane is given in parentheses; 1. LMW-marker (5[A), 2. 
Long-term calloid from inflorescence (approx. 4 years old), 
haustorial (8jwl), 3. Long-term calloid from inflorescence (approx. 
4 years old), embryogenic (5/il), 4. Calloid from inflorescence 
(approx. 12 months old), embryogenic (5/xl), 5. Calloid from 
inflorescence (approx. 18 months old), embryogenic (5^1), 6. 
Somatic embryos from plumular derived calloid (approx. 8 months 
old; Ifil), 7. Somatic embryos from plumular derived calloid 
(approx. 12 months old; IfiV), 8. Somatic embryos from plumular 
derived calloid, (approx. 12 months old), germinating {5{A), 9. 
Somatic embryos from plumular derived calloid, (approx. 18 
months old), germinating (20/il), 10. Calloid from plumules 
(approx. 8 weeks old), embryogenic (5/xl) and 11. 6-day-old pea 
apex, (8/li1). 
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Figures 5.1.2 A and B Photograph of the nitrocellulose sheet (A) and the 
schematic diagram of the immunochemical detection 
of EEP in the tissues described in Figure 5.1.1 (B), 
using the monoclonal antibody 7C5. 
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5.4 Discussion 
The limited access to antibody 7C5 allowed only a preliminary experiment to 
be carried out but this gave much information. The extraction of soluble proteins 
from coconut tissues and the subsequent examination of these extracts by SDS-Page 
showed that the procedure for extracting soluble proteins from pea can be applied 
to coconut. No evidence of serious proteolysis was observed. In addition to this 
demonstration, some early indications were obtained which may confirm the 
viability of using the monoclonal antibody 7C5 for monitoring differentiation 
capacities in coconut cultures. 
While the overall pattern of soluble proteins from the different coconut samples 
(pre- and post-treatment) was broadly similar, it was clearly different to pea. 
Despite these differences after hybridisation with the pea EEP antibody, marked 
similarities were apparent. The characteristic 50 kDa band in pea was matched by 
a similar band which was present in all but one of the coconut extracts (lane 9 
Figures 5.1.2 A, B). However the cross reactivity with the coconut protein was 
less intense in all cases than with the pea extiact. Standardising the procedure for 
loading equal amounts of protein may remove this discrepancy in later 
investigations. 
Whether the 50 kDa protein expressed in coconut is similar to the EEP needs 
further investigation. An initial experiment would be to test the extiacts by 
2-dimensional electrophoresis to confirm the similarity of the coconut protein with 
the 50 kDa pea protein. As the EEP was found to be located in the nucleus of pea 
tissue, it might be reasonable to apply the antibody to intact coconut tissue and to 
assess whether the antibody is found in the nuclei of such tissue. 
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Whether the EEP is expressed before the initiation of embryogenesis and has 
accumulated in the tissue or whether it is produced as a consequence of 
embryogenesis might determine its usefulness as a marker for the various 
developmental stages in the coconut system. 
As the level of detection using common visual assessments is not satisfactory 
for determining the embryogenicity of coconut callus, the employment of 
immunobiochemical markers might play an important role in the future. The 
monoclonal antibody 7C5 has hybridised with protein in various coconut explants, 
but a clear pattern related to early embryogenic tissues was not established. As the 
results reported here were preliminary there still is the opportunity to repeat the 
experiments by refining the screening technique. If by employing 7C5 a clear 
statement concerning the embryogenicity of explants in their early developmental 
stages was not made, the search for another marker would have to be advanced. 
Research in this area of research is planned to be carried out by Prof. H.J. 
Jacobsen's team (Hannover) for three years beginning in 1995. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The necessity of achieving vegetative propagation to obtain high yielding 
coconut palms has now been supplemented by the need to clone disease tolerant 
material. These considerations have created an urgency to carry out research first 
for achieving somatic embryogenesis with coconut tissue and then to perfecting 
the subsequent stages in the mass production of plantlets. The dilemma has been 
whether to continue with the well tried but most unreliable research with immature 
inflorescences or whether to break with this approach to seek an alternative explant 
source. With success so near with immature inflorescences, work was continued 
in attempts not only to get a successful experiment with the production of much 
calloid, but also to find out how it had been obtained. 
The first part of this investigation sought to reveal the factors which were 
causing the variability in the results. These were causing each experiment to be 
unrelated to those which preceded it and to those which followed, and it was 
difficult to draw meaningful conclusions. The use of different media appeared to 
make little difference to the behaviour of the inflorescence explants which is 
difficult to accept. Efforts were made to standardise the preparation of media, and 
also the origin of the explants, but the results reported gave little encouragement. 
Consequently the use of alternative tissues was considered and experiments with 
zygotic tissue started. 
Preliminary experiments with zygotic embryos yielded some calloid. However, 
the different response of embryos to the immature inflorescence explants 
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necessitated a revision of the previously employed procedures. 
An advantage of the zygotic tissue seemed to be that the environment in which 
the embryo had developed in the nut was free from many of the fluctuations to 
which an inflorescence was exposed in a plantation. This might be related to the 
development time which is much shorter for an embryo than for an inflorescence. 
It also might have been easier to judge the developmental stage of nuts containing 
mature embryos than judging the developmental stage of immature inflorescences. 
These potential advantages of zygotic tissue appear to have been real and the 
behaviour of this tissue was shown to be more predictable. 
But, as mentioned earlier, the use of zygotic embryos was not all gain and the 
existence of a major limitation has to be acknowledged: this is that while the nut 
may be of known parentage if hand pollinated, it is certainly not of known 
performance. Unless a screening procedure is evolved to recognise characteristics 
which may be expected to confer desired features when maturity is attained, a 
problem is faced. 
However, the demonstration that two types of propagation can be carried out 
simultaneously on a mature embryo does suggest a new and promising approach. 
For this an embryo can yield both calloid from the outer plumular leaves and a 
single shoot from the apex. The latter can be grown on rapidly to give a preview 
palm while a large number of matching embryos developed from calloid will give 
sufficient supply of micropropagated palms. These would be invaluable for 
controlled experimentation in the field. 
The indication that zygotic embryos accumulate inhibitory substances when 
they are exposed to tissue culture media containing PGR's suggested the use of 
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immature embryos. These were not as successful as the use of different parts of 
mature embryos which showed that plumular tissue was relatively free of this 
inhibition which seemed to be present in the remainder of the mature tissue. Now 
that the procedure has been established to exploit possibilities using plumules from 
mature embryos, aspects of somatic embryogenesis research can be carried out with 
relatively uniform tissue. 
The use of other PGR's than 2,4-D to initiate calloid production needs to be 
explored further although some work has already begun in this area. While the 
potential alternatives might be expected to possess chemical structures closely 
related to 2,4-D, it was not known whether the actual possession of auxin activity 
was a prerequisite. The evidence presented that the same phenoxy acids which 
possess auxin activity are those which also stimulate calloid production is not 
completely conclusive. However it suggests that auxin activity is an essential 
requirement. 
Of the other stimulators of plant growth which were tested, picloram, a 
substituted picolinic acid, was particularly effective. The use of plumular tissue 
from mature embryos allowed reliable experiments to be performed which 
suggested that other PGR's may be preferred to 2,4-D. For example the plumular 
extension which occurs with 2,4-D is not found on treatment with picloram, and 
in some of these examples the levels of regulator tolerated in the medium was not 
critical, which was a major advantage. 
While the production of calloid following auxin treatment may be widely 
accepted as the first goal to be achieved, the recognition that calloid has been 
produced may already be too late for the process of somatic embryogenesis to 
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proceed without interruption. This means that the critical stage must be anticipated 
by the use of some biochemical event. The use of the monoclonal antibody 7C5 
was a first attempt to find a protein correlated to early somatic embryogenetic 
development in coconut tissue. This antibody successfully hybridised to a known 
early embryogenic protein in various monocotyledonous species. In the coconut 
system it seems to be feasible too, although much more research and refinements 
in this area will be required to support initial results. 
The further examination of the use of charcoal has confirmed earlier work, but 
also revealed new areas of research. A number of advisable precautions in the 
preparation of media which include activated charcoal were revealed. The most 
important one appeared to be the need to standardise the materials used and the 
procedures of preparation including autoclaving. Charcoal performs a number of 
functions including the removal of inhibitory substances from media. Its possible 
role in establishing and maintaining synthetic auxin levels is not understood, 
although excessive levels must be used to counteract losses through adsorption. The 
present work seems to suggest that the adsorbed regulators are not lost to the 
system. At slightly acidic pH values, some aromatic acids have been shown to be 
capable of releasing the adsorbed PGR's. As these pH levels are normally 
encountered in gelled coconut tissue culture media, and the acids are also naturally 
occurring compounds which could be exuded into the media, an additional role for 
adsorbed PGR's may be proposed. Such a slow release source of, say, 2,4-D 
would be advantageous in tissue cultures. Further, were the released exudates 
proved to be auxin metabolites, a regulatory process could be postulated, whereby 
auxin losses to the system would generate auxin release to compensate. This must 
189 
be considered conjecture until further evidence is obtained, but then it vyould 
explain many of the unrevealed advantages of using activated charcoal. 
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